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PENCIL IF IN 
MARCH 11 -BUILDON FOUNDER JIM ZIOLKOWSKI SPEAKS ABOUT HIS BOOK "WALK IN THEIR SHOES," 7 P.M., MITCHELL HALL -BLACK MARIA FILM FESTIVAL 5 P.M., SMITH HALL 130 -THE SPEAKEASY OPENING, A CASUAL GATHERING PLACE FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF THAT SERVES A VARIETY OF BEERS, WINES, SOFT DRINKS, COFFEE AND FREE POPCORN, 4-10 P.M., 44 KENT WAY. -STUDYING THE ATMOSPHERE OF EXOPLANETS IN EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS WITH DR. MING ZHAO, 4 PM., SHARP LAB 215 
MARCH 12 -GLOBAL AGENDA: THE ARAB SPRING AND BEYOND WITH DANYA GREENFIELD, 7:30 P.M., MITCHELL HALL -PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY COLLOQUIUM WITH DR. DAVID DEMILLE, 4 P.M., GORE HALL 104 -EXERCISE SAFETY WORKSHOP, 2-3 P.M., LAUREL HALL CONFERENCE ROOM 
MARCH 13 -SCPAB PRESENTS: AARON CARTER, 8-10 P.M., TRABANT MPRS -DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS LECTURE: ELIAS KHOURY-THE ARAB NlELLECTUALS AND THE REVOLUTION, 5.15-6:30 P.M. BAYARD SHARP HALL -KEEP YOUR EYES ON THE PRIZE FILM ' SCREENING, 4 5 P.M., CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE 
MARCH 14 -REP PRESENTS FAUST, 7·30 P.M., CENTER FOR THE ARTS -DAVE THE POTTER PERFORMANCE, 7:30 P.M., MITCHELL HALL -(NON}FICTION: UD'S 3RD ANNUAL DANCE M NOR CONCERT, 7 .30 PM MITCHELL HALL 
MARCH 15 -REP PRESENTS FAUST, 7·30 P M., CENTER FOR THE ARTS -DAVE THE POTTER PERFORMANCE, 7:30 P.M., MITCHELL HALL -(NON}FICTION: UD'S 3RD ANNUAL DANCE MINOR CONCERT, 7:30 P.M., MITCHELL HALL 
MARCH 16 -REP PRESENTS FAUST, 7:30 P.M., CENTER FOR THE ARTS -SIT-IN & STUDY 6 P.M., PURNELL HALL 116, 118 
MARCH 17 -THE SPEAKEASY OPENING, A CASUAL GATHERING PLACE FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF THAT SERVES A VARIETY OF BEERS, WINES, SOFT DRINKS, COFFEE AND FREE POPCORN, 4 l 0 P.M., 44 KENT WAY. • TEST TAKING WORKSHOP, 3:30 4:30 P.M., GORE HALL 303 -ATOMIC, MOLECULAR 
& OPTICAL PHYSICS SEMINAR, 2 3 P.M., SHARP LAB 215 

Adjunct professors lament unfair pay and no benefits 
BY CHELSEA HAMILTO 

',taff Reporter 
Similar to other professor , political science professor Christopher Counihan teaches three classes between the university's ewark and Wilmington campuses. Yet unlike professors with tenurewho receive benefits and are paid over $95,000 a year-Counihan struggles to get by. Only through his wife is Counihan able to receive healthcare, and the low pay has forced him to face the decision to leave the university as an adjunct professor and build a new company. "I can not continue to afford to work at the salary that I receive as an adjunct," Counihan said. Separate from full-time professors, adjunct professors are considered part-time employees compensated based on how many credits they teach. Though the university discloses salary bases for various professors, assistant professors, associate professors 

and instructors, compensation rates for adjunct professors are not listed on the university's website. The Coalition of the Academic Workforce (CAW) estimates the nationwide median pay for adJunct professors is $2,700 per threecredit course. Counihan, like other adjuncts, are overworked, underpaid and uninsured, according to math Professor David Colton, former president of the Amencan Association of University Professors. A full-time professor who receives benefits, Colton said he does not agree with how universities are using and treating their adjunct faculty. "While they [adjuncts) are very talented people, the advantage for the university is that they are cheap labor and they don't have to pay them benefits," Colton said. The implementation of the the Affordable Care Act has further impeded adjunct professors. It states that if an employee works 

more than 30 hours, the employee is con idered full-time and the employer must provide healthcare benefits. As a result of the full-time employee criteria, Counihan said he noticed the university i · placing stifling regulations on adjunct· to keep them as part-ttme, unin ured faculty. "The belief is that college administrations-here and at other univer ities -are ke ping adjuncts to a chedule of three cla s or less per semester so as to avoid the risk that they become de facto fulltime employees that are required to be offered medical benefit ," Counihan ·aid. However, this does not nece sarily indicate that professor are working undt..'f the 30 hour per week criteria, said English professor Phillip Bannowsky. Bannowsky said he works well o,er 30 hours per \.\eek, but does not see the compensation or the benefits for it. Luckily, Banno\\ sky aid he 

doe not ha, e financial concerns, as he holds a pension and benefits from his pre, ious job. However, he aid he S)'l)lpathtzes with other adjuncts m different financial situations. "Ho"' do you measure 30 hours per week?" Banno...,sky said. "I"' ork three cour es right no\\ and I put in a lot more than 30 hours this week and I'm sure many of my other colleague do. I think the answer to this is repre entat10n." Bannowsky aid there 1 an incongruity of how the education y tern treats adjuncts in comparison to full-time tenure or non-tenure profe or . "I don't think they [adjuncts] are treated right," Banno"" k-y said. "In my circumstance, I'm fine, but for these guy , they need repre entation so they can apply some collective power to ·ecure economic, profes ional and the benefits side of the equation." 
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Hens win CAA, first time to NCAAs since '99 

BY P UL TIER 'EY Managing Sports Editor 
De,on Saddler did not hesitate. Do,,n by one pomt w,th 25 econd left against • o. 3 seed William & Mary, Delaware's alltime leading scorer knew what to do. Hens head coach Monte Ro s 

wanted to put the ball m his tar player's hands, but the enior guard had other idea . "Get the ball in ide to Bap," Saddler told Ro in the huddle, fully aware that if he "'as wTong, Delaware's hopes of makmg the CAA Tournament for the fir t time since 1999 were over. 

He wasn't wrong. With l0.8 econds left, enior guard Davon Usher found Carl Baptiste on the left block. The 6-9 mor forn ard po"' cred hi way to the bas et and rattled in a la)'Up, g1,ing Dela,, are a 75-74 advantage. Tribe guard farcus Thornton then had a hot run out 

as time expired to eal the wm for Delaware. ''Carl had II going all game,'' addler said. "I kne\\ once he got 1t dom1 there, got it into the po t, they couldn't top him down low.'' When the buzzer sound d, Baptiste broke down m tears as the fan tonned the court. He had just cored one of the mo t important ba kets in the history of Dela\\ are basketball, helping the Hen come back from a s~·-point deficit with I :20 to play. "Thi 1s a dream come true," Baptiste aid. "I've been waiting for th, for five year . I came to college for thi opportunit}. I kno\\ De\on feel the arne way." Baptiste led Delaware m . coring \\ith 24 point . Thornton poured in 22 points for W &M and shot 4-of-7 from 3-point range. ot five mmute before the a of blue and ye\\ow-c\ad f tormed the court De\a...,are' e on \\as on hfi support. fter a corner 3-pomter from Juruor guard Kyle nderson ga\e Dclawar a I 2-pomt lead \\ 1th Just und r 17 minute to play, the Hen collap ed do\\11 the tretch. Tnbe Junior guard Omar Pre,Htt led W &M on an 8-2 run over tv. o mmut to make the score -3-4g with 12 minute to play. 111.reatt re ponded b) gettmg to the line and hitting n o fr e thrO\\S, but a 3-pomtcr fr m Tribe guard Daniel Dixon cut Dela,,are' lead to four 

See ROSS page 14 
Universities becoming tempting targets for hackers 

BY MATT B TLER 
hews A 1gnment Editor 

Over the last fe,, years, cyber-attacks ha, e become one of the largest threats to busine se and organizations ,.orldwide. Unh:cr 1ties nationwide ha,e also emerged as a prime target for hacker to infiltrate, with several uffering massive data breaches during the last several months. The latest attack occurred at Johns Hopkins Uni\ er ity, which reported a data breach on Saturday in "'hich the email addres es, phone number and names of approximately 1,300 current and former engineermg students were tolen. Johns Hopkins is the latest in a long line of schools affected during the la t year including the Univer ity of Mar) land, tan ford Uni, er ity, Indiana University, North Dakota University, the University of Delaware and dozens others, according to the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse data breach database. Carl Jacobson, vice president of Information Technologies and Chief Information Office at the university, said he thinks the recent trend of highprofile attacks on colleges is an indication that cyber attacks in general are on the rise, and particularly o'ter the last year, universities are feeling the effects of that rise. Some institutions represent very ,aluable targets for cyber terrorists for the research that is being performed on campus, Jacobson said. While no classified research takes place on this university's campus, other 

college are lookmg into the trend. "There might be places that are targets becau e they are re earching Department of Defen e kind of tuff, something that you could sell to another country," Jacobson said. "There might be pharmaceutical re earch too. It could Ver) ""ell be related to the value of the re earch too. If I'm doing re earch on ho\, to build concrete bridges, maybe that doesn't ha"Ve the ,alue of new drugs or de fen e research.'' at10nal ecurity expert are forecasting that during 20 l 4 and 2015, the highest targeted industries \\ ill be finance, healthcare and higher education, Jacobson said. Unfortunately, some of the rea ons academic institutions have been a preferred target are the same reason that make their educations valuable, he said. "One reason higher education has always been a target is because we are more open," Jacob. on aid. "A bank would be very closed, but a uniHrsity thrives on openness. We share \\ ith other universities. We share with researchers. We have professors and students ,,ho are all over the world. It's like the ,,ay you can just walk onto our campus, but you cannot just walk into the Barclays Bank building." Jacobson said he belie, ed the university was given a pass for a few years because most cyber-attackers were attempting to breach the more prominent uni, ersitie in the nation. However, he said, the uni\ersity's rising prestige and cyber-terronsts • increasing 

\\tllingne to attack any um"Ver ity led to the data breach the uni\ er ity suffered in Jul). For year , universttie ha, e been trengthemng their de fen e in order to combat further threat of cyber-attacks, but recently the threat has been increasing faster than um, er itie ha, e been adapting, Jacob on aid. The mo t important i ue no\\ is "hether or not unn ers1t1es "ill be able to catch back up. Jacobson aid this 1 ue 1 cmcial becau e cyber-attaek. \\ ill ne, er be pre, ented completely. "It will never stop, becau e you cannot be open for busme s but closed for secunty," Jacob on . aid. "It' like owning a store m a really bad neighborhood. You still ha, e to open the door to let the customer m." Xiaoming Li, a oftware ecurity expert at the univer 1ty, said some part of the moti, ation 

for the cyber-attack 1 the attacker's de ire to pro, e to their peer they are capable of conducting uch a breach. Thts i the difference bet\, een hacker and a tual cyber-t rron t , he said. While mo t of the atta ks o far have focu ed on per onal information, uch a ocial ecurity numbers, Li aid the concern that one of the attacks \\ 111 be carried out "ith the intention of breaching , aluable re. earch data ts justtfiablc to a certain e tent. "That i a legitimate fear, but it would be a very targeted attack," Li aid."They \ ould ha, e to kno"" the faculty member' per onal details. Otherwise, 1t \\Ould be much harder.'' 
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THE REVIEW/AMELIA WANG Students' private Information Is put at risk with the onslaught of cyber security attacks. 
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1 DRUG LORD KILLED A ALREADY PRONvUNCED DEAD BY MEXICAN GOVT IN 2010 
Followmg a Sunday morning shootout, Mexican authorities claim to have killed drug cartel leader azario Moreno Gonzalez, who was widely l...110\.\-n as "El Mas Loco" or "The Craziest One." However, confusion aro e following the armouncernent in light of the fact Mexican officials had declared Moreno dead four years ago. In 2010, former Mexican pre ident Felipe Calderon's government armounced Moreno's death following mo days of hooting between Mexican federal police and cartel members. At the time, Moreno \\as a leader of a cartel called the '·La Familia Michoacana," but since then, the cartel has transformed into the Knights Templar, which has been cited as one of the leading suppliers of methamphetamine in the United States. Following the 20 I 0 announcement, reports emerged claiming that Moreno was still alh e, and in 2011, state prosecutors added to the peculation when they went on record saying that they had never recovered Moreno's body. Official were able to match Moreno's fingerprints on Sunday, but D A test are bemg done to confirm that the body is, in fact, Moreno. If Moreno' death 1s confirmed, his passing will mark the most recent, ictory in Mexico• continuing war on drugs. 

-Kelly Flynn Managing l\ews Editor 

2 UKRAINIAN CRISIS CONTINUES TO GROW 
As pressure in Ukraine continue to mount, the nation's interim prime minister 1s set to meet with U.S. officials thi week. A spokesperson from Prime Minister Arsemy Yatsenyuk's office said Yatsenyuk will arrive m the Umted States tomorrow to meet with President Barack Obama and other top officials over Russian troops moving into Ukraine. Obama recently spoke with leaders of several European countries, including Britain, France and Italy. "All of the leaders agreed on the need for Russia to pull its military forces back to their bases, allow for the deployment of international observers and human rights momtors to the Crimean peninsula," a statement issued by the White House sai~ U.S. officials such as Secretmy of tateJohn Kerry hmc also spoken to scmor Rm ian politicians, urging them to stand down or possibly risk sanctions. Russian President Vladimir Putin, mean,\hile, spoke to German Chancellor Angela Merkel and BritISh Prime Minister David Cameron. Putin has said Russia has the right to send troops to Ukraine if necessary to protect Russians living in the former So, iet nanon. A referendwn set for Sunday will allow residents of the Ukrainian autonomous province of Crimea to vote on whether or not they would like to rejoin Russia or Ukraine. -Matt Bittle Copy Desk Chief 

THE REVIEW Subscription Order Form 
The Review has always been, and will continue to be, available for free all over campus and in many other locations around Newark. But for many alumni, parents and other readers who don't live in Newark, getting a copy of the paper sometimes isn't so easy. That's why we've decided to offer subscriptions. For just $25 each semester, we'll mail you our latest issue each week, a total of 13 issues. Not only will you keep up-to-date with the latest news from the university and Newark, you'll be helping to support a 130-year tradition of independent student journalism at the university. To order a subscription, fill out the order form below or contact our subscription desk at (302) 831-2771 or subscriptions@udreview.com. We thank you in advance for your support and hope that you will continue following our paper, which is available every Tuesday. 

r- ----------, 
I NAME I 
I SI'REET ADDRESS I 
I I CI1Y I SI'ATE ZIP I 
I PHONE NUMBER ( _) I 
I Please fill out the form above and send it along with a check $25 to: I 
I SUBSCRIPTIONS I 
I THE REVIEW I 250 PERKINS STUDENT CENTER I NEWARK, DE 19716 I 
L ----------.I 
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3 BRmSH NONPROFIT ADVOCATES FOR INCREASED AID IN SYRIA 
Over 1.2 million Syrian children ha, e become refugees as the result of the country's threeyear conflict. accordmg to a report released this week by Briti h nonprofit Save the Children. Titled "A De,astating Toll," the 20-page report provide evidence of yria 's crippling health system, the rise of di ease among children and the high occurrence of crisis-related mjuries. The lack of proper access to healthcare m the formerly middle-income country is emphasized throughout the article. In Aleppo, the largest city in Syria, it is estimated 36 doctors remain working. The city once was home to over 5,000 doctors, according to a, e the Children. Anecdotes of children's experiences in yria's healthcare ystem are scattered throughout the article, with one telling the story of Shadi (whose name was changed by the nonprofit), a teenager Yoho was struck by shrapnel and i unable to receive proper medical attention due to the conflict. hadi, who is forced to use a wheelchair, has been told by doctors that he will be able to walk if the shrapnel is removed. Sa,e the Children advocates are calling for mcreased humanitanan aid primarily b) passing a United ations ecurity Council re olution that allows for humanitarian access to all parts of war-tom yna. 

-Cadv Zuvich Managing Nf:l;'S EdiJor 

4 SUICIDE BOMBER IN IRAQ KILLS 45, INJURES 100 PLUS 
At least 45 people were killed and 157 more were woW1ded unday when a uicide bomber drove a car packed with explo ives at a police checkpoint in the southern Iraqi city of Hilla, pohce and medical officials said The attacker approached a main checkpoint and detonated the m1mbus at a northern entrance to the largely hiite Musl1m city, which 1s about 60 mile outh of Baghdad, an anonymou police officer said. o one nnmediately claimed re ponsibtlity m the attack There were at least 30 car waitmg at the checkpoint during the explos10n The cars ere et on fire, with ome trapping drivers and passengers inside. The attack killed security officers and civilians including women and children. More than 8,000 Iraqi were k1Hed last year m bombmgs and other attacks, making 1t the deadliest year in Ir~ ince 2008, according to the Umted ations. More than 700 lraqJS were killed and nearly 1,400 other were \\ounded in similar attacks in February according to the United ations. Violence has often been puttmg the majority unni Mu lim against the htite Muslim who have dominated the go emment ince Iraqi leader addam Hussein was overthrown in 2003 

-Con Ilardi Copy Desk Chief 

\', 
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5 MALASYIAN PLANE DISAPPEARS WITH 239 PASSENGERS 

Malaysia Arrlines Flight 370 dJSappeared with 239 mdividuals on board early aturday morning on its way to Beuing. Officials are currently looking into the possibility of a terronst attack. though it could be months before anything official is confirmed. Air traffic controllers lost contact with the plane at approximately I :30 a.rn. and have been unable to contact or locate the plane since. Vietnam's navy spotted a floating obJect approximately 50 m1 les southwest of Vietnam' Tho Chu lsland, where oil slicks were previously reported, but it was declared a false alarm. Questmns over the flight manifest have risen, with both the ustrian and ltaltan foreign muustnes confirming two passengers from theu respective countnes were not aboard the plane and had their passports stolen. Among those confirmed on the plane are 154 people from China or Taiwan, 38 from Malay ia and three from the United tates. Five of the passengers were younger than the age of 5. Thailand's navy ~ decided to htft its searching away from the Gulf of Thailand and the South China Sea at the request of the alaysian, \\ h1ch 1s looking into the possibility the plane turned around and crashed m the Andaman ea, near the border of Thailand. 

-Ra:hel Taylor C DeskChief (J:!' 
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ELI program connects with Japan's Saitama University 

BY CHELSEA HAMILTON 
Slaff Reporler 

Earlier this year, the university signed an agreement with Japan's Saitama University to increase international and cultural knowledge and foreign language possibilities for students at both institutions through the implementation of a "bridge program." The university's English Language Institute (ELI) is instating this program to give Saitama students the opportunity to study English and pursue fluency. The announcement came on Jan 27. They will also be provided with the opportunity to take one to two university credit courses through the Division of Professional and Continuing Studies. After successfully completing a semester at ELI, Saitama students have the chance to become a full-time matriculated student at the university for one to two semesters. Scott Stevens, director and administrator for the graduate program at ELI, said he feels this agreement will bring great opportunities and advantages to both the students ofSaitama and this university. "I think it's wonderful," Stevens said ... Over the past 10 to 15 years, the amount of Japanese students that attend UD has decreased. They felt isolated and, therefore, lacked the desire to expand their horizons. I think this agreement can help facilitate a more comfortable environment and diversify the amount of Japanese tudents who go here. We want as many cultures and languages mixing as possible." Stevens is not alone in his 

opinion. Sophomore and former ELI student Shanshan Wang said she was plea,;antly surprised by 
the ne"' agreement between the university and Saitama and sees it as an enlightening opportunity. "I am surprised about how ELI is getting more diverse with other schools," Wang said. "They used to only have groups of teachers and students visit for a couple months. I think it's great for both ELI and Japan." The new agreement, however, is only one of many accomplishments the ELI boasts. In alignment with the ELI mission statement, the program "endeavor[s] each day to enhance [its J reputation as a leader among intensive English programs" as it is one of the "top IO" intensive English programs in the United States. Ken Cranker, instructor, mentor and level coordinator for English for Academic Purposes Level 5, credit,; this success to the outstanding reputation and the unique qualities of ELI. "We incorporate one-on-one tutoring into the program," Cranker said in an email message. "We have a cohort program to promote academic culture in the university-bound student. We bend over backwards to meet students' needs and hopes and to maintam high standards.'' Wang, an ELI student who has successfully maneuvered through the program, said she has personally experienced these benefits. She credits ELI as the reason she is a full-time student at the university and for the success she has now as a finance major and a double minor in management information systems and theater. · 

America, friend or foe: Richard Wike from Pew Research Center explains recent findings 
BY ROSIE BRINCKERHOFF 

Sta.ff Reporter The merage American citizen probably thinks the United States is the top country in the world. Some consider the United States to be a world leader. However, global public opinion "'ould not specifically suggest this. This was the message deli\ered on Wedn day by Richard Wike, director of global attitudes research at Pew Research Center, to an audience in Mitchell Hall as part of the university's continwng spring Global Agenda speaker series. Wike covered four key issues that his research is currently focusing on, including views of the United States over the past decade, the nse of China, extremism among Muslim publics and views on democracy around the world. "The rise, fall and persistence of anti-Americanism in terms ofho\\ the world views the U.S. has been a very interesting story over the last decade," Wike said. "There have 
been ups and dom1S, twists and turns and a few surprises, notably the rise of anti-Americanism during George W. Bush's presidency and the slight fall of anti-Americanism after President Obama's 2008 election\\ in." Wike said he has always been intrigued by geopolitics but first became interested specifically m public opinion during his graduate education at Emory University. He started "'orking for small opinion polling firms over the years and was always fascinated with the real world application of academic training and social science. As Director of Global Attitudes Research, Wike spends his days tracking key global issues and aggregating social science research., \\rule deciding the best way to explore the.e issues through global public opinion surveys. Global public opinion was the theme of Wike 's presentation 

Wedne day night, as he discussed the different factors shaping public opinion. Wike said the media shapes ho"' people frame certain issues across the globe. Wike discussed recent survey results spanning 20 countries, saying that Pew is consistently finding that young people around the globe have more positive attitudes of the Uruted States, whereas elders in these countries view the limted States in a more negative light. "There have been ups and do\\ ns and a lot of changes over time, and there are still real challenges in nations like Egypt, Turkey and Pakistan to change how those people view the U.S," Wike said. Ralph Begleiter, director of the Center for Political Communication, 
said many people would be surprised to hear the opinions other countries have about the United States. Begleiter referenced a 2005 study abroad group he took to Argentina, saying his students were very surprised by the anti-American statements they heard from their Argentinean peers over a picnic. "Many students think of media and public opinion in terms of only applying to the U.S., such as politics, elections and civic affairs," Begleiter said. "My students were surprised by the anti-American staterm .. 'Tlts being made by their peers because they wcren 't expecting that kind of attitude, and so it was a really eyeopening thing for them to see the way people feel about the U.S. around the world." Wike explored the topic of extremism among Muslim publics, specifically discussing swvey results concerning the level of support for suicide bombin~ in predominantly Muslim nations. While America's global image has seen improvement in various countries, Wike has found that Muslim nations still have a 

UDAILY/THE REVIEW Richard Wike discusses America's global public opinion during the Global Agenda Speaker Serles. 

HAVE AN OPINION? WRITE TO THE REVIEW! 

UDAILY/THE REVIEW Saltama University and UD sign agreement future plans for a ongoing international relationship. 
"ELI was the bridge to help me go to UD," Wang said. "When you want to study abroad, you first need to apply, but you also need to learn English. If ELI didn't exist, I wouldn't be able to go to UD." Wang also feels the ELI program has a certain familial aspect to it. She said she appreciate the way tutors and mentors are always glad to help and teach students about American language and culture. 

deal of anti-sentiment for the United States. Wike showed a survey result 
reporting a moderately high range of Palestinian territories that believe suicide bombin~ can be justified. "The numbers have started coming down in Pakistan, Indonesia, Lebanon and Jordan overtime," Wike said. ''There have been enormous dropoffs for suicide bombing when people realize it and actually see it in their lives." Begleiter said America's global image is far from perfect. He said he has been following Wike's Global Attitudes Project surveys. where tens of thousands of people in 30 countries across the globe are surveyed annually. He said while America's image is not ideal, it has seen areas of improvement over the past six years, although it is still in fluctuaUon. Bcgleiter spoke about Wik.e's results ho"'ing that a vast number of recorded opinions of the 

"There have been ups and downs and a lot of changes over time, and there are still real challenges in nations like Egypt, Turkey and Pakistan to change how those people view the U.S." 
-RICHARD WIKE DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL ATTITUDES RESEARCH AT PEW RESEARCH CENTER 

United Sates dropped and stayed lo\, through George W. Bush's time in office but rebounded and saw a dramatic improvement following Obama's election. "If you follow those surveys, you'll see a trend of anti-American . entirnent that builds quickly after 
the U.S. attacks in Afghanistan after 200 I and gtows to an almost unprecedented level of anti-American from 2004 to 2006," Begleiter said. "The point of view improves a bit in 2008 with the election of Barack Obama because much of the world had high hopes for the president, and so the attitude towards the U.S. improved significantly across the world after his election." Kait HotL'iCT, a senior political science m~jor, said she was very glad she attended Wike's speech. She discussed the importance of following world news and public opinion. She said she emphasizes the need to know what is going on in the United States and in the \\.orld so that 

"I got a warm feeling from ELI," Wang said. "They offer personal tutoring \\ here they knew many languages. It gave me a familiar feeling of home and becall'iC of that, I instantly felt clo e to them." Stevens tries to make every 
student feel and experience the comfortable feeling Wang had the chance to encounter. He said he makes it his personal mission to tum ELI into an international family and 

there can be a clear understanding of how global events will affect daily 
life. "I think Wike is very intelligent," Houser said. "He definitely providt..--d the audience with a very \\ell rounded and intellectual set of data I think that the different areas he covered tonight were interesting and relevant, but I have to sav that most of the survey results about anti-American sentiment weren't very surprising to 
me.'" Wike presented data on United 

a second home to its tudents. He said he realizes they left everything to come to the university for the academic opportunity and wants to make sure they feel as comfortable as possible. In addition to the familylike environment, 'tevens said he 
foels ELI is di tinct in the variety of outlets they provide to ensure students reach therr full leaming potential. See STEVE. ·s page 8 

COLTON: 'IT'S REALLY A DISSERVICE TO THE STUDENTS' tates and China favorability. He said globally the United States has a stronger and slightly more positive image than China. which can be Continued from page 1 
seen across most regions \\ ith the . exception of the Middle East. Adjuncts also face _the unfa~r Wike displayed data from 39 na!ure of how the untv~rstt) ts 
different countnes sho"'1ng that not \ ust_ng th~, Colton at~. The many people think of China or the umver tty personnel l)Oltctt: on United 'tates as an enemy global!)•- adjunct profes ors say }-dJ~nct eight percent consider the United l faculty are on taff for a hm1ted States an L'tlemy compared to IO penod of time dllf!ng the year( ) ~n percent for China. In the same light, \\h1ch they are actively involved in Wike sho"'ed that 59 percL'Tlt see tbe teaching an_d r~sear_ch program the United States as a partner, and of th.e Umver. tty. djunct mt_1 t only 39 percent think so of China be involved ~n the umver. 1ty However, Wike _ howed staggering through . teach mg, ~esearch or data of people in other countries "'ho con.sultat1on, according to the 
believe Chma is positioned to surpas policy. . the United tat as the leading Colton, ho\\e\er, satd the economic power university· i · takmg ad\antage of 

"In 2013, we surveyed 20 adjuncts and using them to replace countries and saw that 34 percent many of the full-time faculty o the believed China was the leading university does not have to \\0rry economic po\\ er, \\ hcreas 41 percent I about giving them benefit or the 
th ught th U · " Wiike sa·d salary of a full-time profe sor. A o e . . \\as, 1 • 1 "There's a clear hift taking place I trend nationwide, the number of 
for who people believe is the "'orld's adjuncts at univer itics has ri en. leading economic po"'er." 1 According to a 2005 report by Wike closed his presentation I the Intergrated Po tsecondary \\ith a discussion of democracy Education Data ystem, part-time world"'ide, specifically focusing instructors represent 4 percent of 
on the desires and frustrations With faculty it around the \\orld. Wike used an "At one ttme, adjunct example from a2013 survey that was profe:sors were hired to a certain conducted in Egypt. He found there need, but it's become more and was growing polari7.ation in Egypt more a way of uni\ rsities to over vie\\s of their nc\\ constitution, provide cheap labor," Colton \\ith a recorded 49 percent favoring said. "It's like a business. You get 
it compared to 45 percent opposing. cheap labor and don't have to pay He said they survey other countries benefits. The university is v.orking on democracy to ascertain ho\\ ju t like a company and they 
people want to organi:1..e themselves should not." politically. Wike has found a Adjuncts spend time look;ng significant number of people believe for a job and are at the mercy of democratic principles dri\e countries the university admini tration forward but "'ho also belie,e to be hired on a year-to-year those same principles are not well basis, Colton said. He aid [the represented in their 0\\n countries. university] is "using control and "There's a democracy gap they exploit it." between people who say that Colton called for change, democratic principles are unportant and said something needs to be and pt..'Ople "'ho say that the same done. The faime s of benefits democratic principles are present in and compensation mu. t . urface their country," Wike said. "That's for adjuncts around the country. why there's growing frustration and Adjunct profes.ors are not the only protests in emerging middle income ones facing the consequences, countries." Colton aid, as student too 

While Pc\\ Research Center are affected by rise of adJunct 
refrains from providing policy professor . recommt..'Tldations, Wike said the "It's really a disservice to the Global Attitudes Project would students," Colton said. "Adjunct continue to aggregate data and professors teach usuall) a great compile meaningful research deal and they are busy trying to that speaks to policy debates. find another job probably after the Through analyzing survey data and year's done, so they just don't have disseminating the information. Wike the time and the energy to give full hopes to inform and educate the attention to students like full-time public, the media and policymakers faculty can. They try, but they are on the cold hard facts of global public just 0\ erworked and underpaid. opinion. Simple as that." 

The Review gladly welcomes its readers to write letters to the editor 
and submit their writing as guest columnists. Leffers can be submitted through udreview.com. 
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THE REVIEW University community expresses concerns at Tobacco-Free open hearing 

BY JAGODA DUL 
New, Auignment Editor 

Members of the university community gathered in Gore Hall yesterday afternoon to discuss the Student Government Association-proposed tobaccofree initiative. Sponsored by the Faculty Senate executive committee, the "It is not a question of being for or against smoking, but a question regarding the extremity of the policy." 
-PRASAD DHURJATI 

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PROFESSOR 

forum hosted Jessica Borcky, president of SGA, Tom LaPenta, chief human resources officer and John Morgan, physics and astronomy professor, as key speakers. Deni Galileo, president of the Faculty Senate, said this forum was an integral part in the entire process that surrounds the proposal for a tobacco-free campus. "The process of the initiative falls into a gray area," Galileo said. "We want the faculty to voice their opinions because they are a constituency that has not been surveyed." John Morgan said he explored parts of the initiative that will make the university a tobacco-free campus by comparing it with the policies of other universities. When looking at the top I 00 universities in the nation as ranked by U.S. ews, Morgan said he found 38 universities have tobacco or smoke free policies, while 62 do not. Morgan said he compared the pollution that would be emitted from the proposed 248 megawatt gas-fired power 

POLITICS STRAIGHT NO CHASER: 
EXECUTIVE ACTION IS A RESPONSE TO CONGRESSIONAL INACTION 

During his first two years in office, President Barack Obama and the Democrats attained many of their policy goals, such as passing healthcare reform, repealing Don't Ask Don't Tell, passing the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act and passing new financial regulations. However, since the Republicans took control of the House in 2011, victories for the president have been hard to come by. Last year was particularly difficult, with most of the president's agenda stalling out in a Congress plagued with ceaseless gridlock. Concluding that Congress will no longer work with him, Obama has decided to pursue greater executive action to help push his agenda. He plans to do this primarily through unilateral action such as executive orders. An executive order is a directive by the President to direct and manage how the federal government operates; they have the power of Federal Law. The President has called 2014 a "year of action" in which he plans to use his executive authorities whenever possible. A little over two months into 2014, he has raised the minimum wage of federal workers, created a new retirement savings plan and directed the EPA to create more regulations for coal-fired power plants. There are some critics who call the President an "imperial" president by ignoring Congress through his executive powers. Yet, compared to other presidents, President Obama is far from "imperial." As of March 6, the President 

introducing 

has signed 172 executive orders. That places him on the lower end compared to some of his predecessors. Former President George W. Bush had a total of 291, President Ronald Reagan ht1d J 81 and President John F. KeMedy nad 214, just to name a few. President Franklin D. Roosevelt enacted the most with 3,522 orders during his tenure, while President William Harrison had zero during his one month in office. In addition, an executive order does not make a president "imperial" if the order can be overturned by court order or congressional override. In today's political landscape, compromise has become a dirty word. People equate it to being weak or unprincipled. I think compromise is healthy. It prevents policy extremes that could potentially cause harm and helps fosters unity, regardless of political ideology. With the Republicans causing massive legislative obstruction, Obama has been forced to go on without Congress. Since executive orders can only amend or enforce already enacted laws, the scope of those executive orders are necessarily limited. Utilizing these orders are not an effective way to govern. Our Congress and Executive would be able to govern more efficiently if more of our representatives adopted a quote from former Sen. Everett Dirksen's saying, "I am a man of fixed and unbending principles, the first of which is to be flexible at all times." 
- Sam Wiles samwiles@udel.edu 

plant on STAR Campus with the pollution that comes from cigarette smoking and found 26 million cigarettes would be needed to be smoked to equal the pollution that will be emitted 
by the rower plant. "I you're really concerned about keeping the air around campus clean, you need to look at all of this with the proper perspective," Morgan said. LaPenta said this initiative would greatly expand an already existing policy that banned smoking in buildings on campus in 1995. In order for the initiative to be put into practice, it would have to go before President Harker's executive committee, LaPenta said. "As of right now, the Faculty Senate is weighing their options," LaPenta said. "We are still deliberating whether or not the initiative will be voted on by the senators." Borcky said the initiative came to SGA as a student concern that was confirmed through surveys like the Blue Hen Poll and a kiosk in Trabant. The concern was taken to the 

Faculty Senate met yesterday afternoon to discuss the smoking ban propsoed by the Student Government Association. 
next step with a task force and a tobacco-free advisory committee that drafted the policy, Borcky said. Other professors and administrators in attendance expressed their concerns, such as where the definitive lines of university property are drawn. Mary Ann McLane, medical laboratory sciences professor, said she was unsure about whether university buildings on Main Street would be covered by the proposal. Another concern voiced by Deni Galileo, president of the 

Faculty Senate, was concerning safety. Galileo said he questions the safety of students who want to smoke a cigarette at a late hour and are forced to walk off campus grounds. Prasad Dhurjati, chemical engineering professor, spoke on behalf of his colleagues who were not able to attend the open forum. "It is not a question of being for or against smoking, but a question regarding the extremity of the policy," Dhurjati said. 

THE REVIEW/KERRY SNYDER Junior Kerry Snyder treks through a coffee farm In Nicaragua whlle studying envlronmentallyfrlendly practices for growing coffee. DENIN environmental scholar 
researches coffee plants in Nicaragua 

BY TORI NADEL 
Staff Reporter 

Coffee is a staple in many college kids' regimen, but for Kerry Snyder, her interest in coffee is less rooted in drinking it. Snyder, a junior wildlife conversation major, is more interested in the agricultural aspect of coffee. During the winter, Snyder spent five weeks in Nicaragua identifying trees that supported neotropical migratory birds in shade coffee farms. Planting sun-grown coffee plants results in deforestation. Although this kind of plant has smaller yields, Snyder said. shadegrown coffee does not require the cutting down of trees. "We were trying to prove that not all shade coffee is created equal," Snyder said. "The coffee industry is a very large one, so there is a lot of potential for habitat loss to grow coffee so we thought, 'How can we continue to grow coffee that promotes conservation?"' Snyder said her interest in agriculture started at a young age by growing up on fanns. She is applying her knowledge of agriculture to cqnservation and working with agroecology, which uses ecological processes in agricultural production systems. Her future goal is to work for a conservation organiz.ation that works abroad, Snyder said. Snyder was able to conduct her research through working with Delaware Environmental Institute (DENIN) as an environmental scholar. DENIN focuses on interdisciplinary environmental research and education, said Jeanette Miller, associate director ofDENIN. "DENIN brings people from different fields, such as social sciences, natural sciences and physical sciences to work on important environment problems," Miller said. "It's very cool and exciting." The DENIN Scholars Program is a paid Wldergraduate research opportunity open to all majors through an application process. As a DENIN Scholar, the students are mentored by a faculty member interested in the same research from the fall semester through part of spring, cuhninating in a final 

project, Miller said. "Kerry was chosen for the Scholars Program because her research could be high impact and very significant," Miller said. "We look for people with a balance of articulation and enthusiasm for the problem." When 1t comes to the type of research and location for which it is conducted, Miller said there are no limits so far. "Most students stay on campus to do their research, so it was unusual that Kerry went abroad," Miller said. "It just shows how creative you can be with the research and how creative she is." Snyder said she approached Entomology Professor Doug Tallamy to be her mentor after nyder's father had met Tallamy at a conference. When it came time to decide where the research would take place, the choice was easy, nyder said. he had connections in icaragua, while Tallamy and Desiree arango, a PhD student of his, had cormections to Robert Rice from the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center in Washington, D.C. Rice had previously done research in icaragua and be, along with arango, accompanied nyder on her research trip, nyder said. "Dr. Tallamy and I had been -discussing ideas m tropical areas, so when we JOt in contact with Kerry, she fit mas a mce match," arango said. "When I fint talked to Kerry, I thought, ' he is a perfect fit!,,, 
During the five weeks in icaragua, Snyder said she split her time between livmg with a host family and with arango on different farms, with Ri accompanying them for a few days. In the preliminary stage ofba' research trip, nyder said shD had to learn how to identify birds md the 

trees the avians used. be 11aVCled to different farms to how the fanns were divided iDlo many plots, she said. "We took a mventory-the trees that more ab\mdant probably bad more birds-;md compared tree use versus avaifability ad if it was in propomon, nyder said. M and interacting with 
~ 1caragua were among 

Snyder's favorite moments, she said. On one particular trip, the group stumbled upon a different farm where they all became acquainted with a farmer, nyder said. "The farmer was hilarious but kind of hard to understand," nyder said. "He was very passionate to show us his farm, he let us into his house, gave us coffee and talked for a while. I love how open the people were to us." arango said the local farmers and families were incredibly friendly, very open about information and were happy to give their perspectives. Snyder said she wishes she 
had talked to more farmers, but it was hard due to the fact she did not know as much panish as she would have liked. he also would have liked to have more tune to work on thmgs, she said. In regards to her future plans with her research, nyder said she is thinking about going writing a senior thesis or getting a master's degree. nyder said she would be open to going to other countries as well to continue the resean:h. "It' rare to meet undergrads interested and engaged in doing such good with and research," arango said. "Keay bas a lot of potential and will go places, 
especially in the ~forestry field and she could NIiiy make a name for herself m that arena if she wanted 10. Agrofbrestry deals with fanns that ~ both forest and crops, which bas a lot of growing inbnlt, Narango says. Nmmgo said she was very to have been with nyder the research trip. ' he's extremely intelligent, very motivated, ery cming and you can 11 she waalS to make a difference," arango said. "Some people are very science for the sake of science, but Kerry is science for the sake of change." Being in icaragua and dealing with shade coffee fanns. nyder found her coffee-drinking habits to be diffmnt than when she was at home, drinking it every 
day because of its better quality, she Sllld ''Coffee plants are like people," nyder said. ''You hav to take care of them and treat them right" WWW.UDREVIEW.COM---------------------------------------
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6MARCH 11, 201 4 THE REVIEW HUFE: 'THE ATTACKERS LOOK FOR THE 
EASY WAY IN, AND ONCE THAT GETS 
BLOCKED THEY LOOK FOR ANOTHER WAY IN' 

knowing what link not to click on, so I'm big on information security awareness training, but that's not going to eliminate all the successful phishing attacks. It will just cut down on them." Hufe said the risk of research data theft is most likely related to the type of data, and its corresponding value that a university holds. When he hears about intellectual property being stolen from somewhere in the United States, he said, he usually suspects a state-sponsored cyberattack by a foreign country. 

Continued from page 1 
Li said the attacker would only go after that kind of data material if they were sponsored by some other organization, so they could reap the benefits afterwards. Jacobson said cyber-security is a rapidly growing industry, and that trend will only continue as time goes on. He said the one good outcome of the breach at the university ,~as that the resources allocated to cyber-security were increased, allowing for more employees to be hired and better preparedness in the future. He said while state 

sponsorship does make those universities where research is being done somewhat of a target, in the end the research is necessary and important for the future, especially since the United States also carries out cyber attacks of its own on foreign countries and vice versa. "The government's activity not only makes the country stronger, it makes the banking industry stronger as well as others," Jacobson said. "It's all linked together, but I know I'd rather have a cyber attack than a nuclear attack." Mark Hufe, director of the Center for Cyber Security 

U Dre view .com 
for Breaking News, 
Classifieds, 
Photo Galleries 
and more! 

This Week in History: 

MARCH 10, 1998 
Memorial Hall undergoes renovations. While the building's plumbing, heat and network series were updated, the English department was moved temporarily to Academy Street. 

at Wilmington University, said there has not actually been a spike in the amount of cyber-attacks on universities, statistically speaking. He said on average, since 2005, there have been about 60 attacks per year, and that number has remained steady. Hufe said he thinks everybody is losing the battle against cyber-attackers, citing the data breaches at Target and Neiman Marcus as examples of large scale, harmful attacks that have taken place recently at locations other than higher education. The Target breach was started because a vendor for 

the company was tricked by a phishing scam, he said. For the foreseeable future, the back and forth tug of war between cyber-attackers and the organizations they attempt to breach will go on, Hufe said. He said he does not think there is an absolute stopping point, and that it is something that may always go on. "The attackers look for the easy way in, and once that gets blocked they look for another way in," Hufe said. "Then when that gets blocked, they look for another. It is not about how many firewalls are in place or all of that. It's about the user 

The best way to fight cyberattacks is to be able to react quickly once it is realized there has been a breach, Jacobson said. There is a saying among those in the cyber-security field, Jacobson said, that shows just how omnipresent the threat of cyber-attacks are. "There are two kinds of institutions," Jacobson said. "Those that have been attacked, and those that know they have been attacked." 

Princeton's Alexander N ehamas discusses art, 
philosophy at annual lecture 

BY JULIANA RUSSO 
Staff Reporter 

"People should take art more seriously because art can actually teach us a lot about the rest of life," said Princeton University's Alexander Nehamas, the speaker of this year's David Norton Memorial Lecture in Memorial Hall. Sponsored by the department of Philosophy, the David Norton Memorial Lecture honors late university philosophy professor, David Norton. Chosen to speak at this year's lecture was Alexander Nehamas, professor of philosophy at Princeton University. Nehamas has taught at Princeton since 1989 and often travels to universities around the Northeast to speak on topics similar to that of his Wednesday night lecture. Nehamas said because he was told the art history department would be also attending the event, he combined philosophy and art in his talk. During the lecture, Nehamas compared art and artists to life and philosophers. He discussed theories from Socrates, Aristotle and Nietzsche and compared artwork done by Rembrandt, Van Gough and Monet. "Philosophical individualists do not claim that any life is as good as any other, only that no single human life is good for everyone," Nehamas said. 

He said philosophical individualism is also aestheticism and its model is the arts. Nehamas said the contrast between art and any other situation, whether in an everyday or scientific confidence, is that the goal is to establish a factual claim. With art, the goal is not to find the one right answer, reach consensus and move on but to welcome multiplications of possibilities, he said. "With the arts, we carmot even begin to imagine such a thing as the ideal painting that will produce a perfect representation of the world and make all other representations or expressions obsolete," he said. "The idea is absolutely ludicrous." People can envision new ways of art through line, color, words and musical notes, Nehamas said. Discussing his disagreement with the Aristotle quote, "There are many ways of being wrong but only one way of being right" in regards to the sciences, Nehamas said this theory is not true for the arts or life. In the arts, there are many ways of being right, discovering yet another way is a great accomplishment, Nehamas said. Similarly in life, there are also various ways of living well, he said. Agreeing with Nietzsche's theory that style plays a role in life, Nehamas said he believes it does so in the arts as well. 

THE REVIEW/JU LIANA RUSSO Alexander Nehamas of Princeton speaks in Memorial 11. 

Art and life mirror each other, Nehamas said. "Style is like a person's character," Nehamas said. "It• distinguishes the works of one from the works of others and the, behavior of one from the behavior of others." Nehamas brings up the idea of aestheticism again and said we should live a life that is distinctly our own, just as in the arts. Nehamas concluded his talk by stating that no one can teach people how to live a philosophical life, although the philosophies of the art of living show people how to live their lives in an admirable and loving marmer. Freshman Josie Fitzsimons said she chose to attend the lecture Wednesday night for an extra credit opportunity for her Introduction to Philosophy course but said she appreciated Nehamas' perspective about the role of art. "At first, I wasn't looking forward to this lecture at all, but I played the clarinet all of high school, so I actually did enjoy listening to Professor Nemahas' outlook on the 1IDportance of the arts in peoples lives," Fitzsimons said. Tom Morris, a retired philosophy professor from Bethesda, Md., said he did not entirely agree with Nemahas' way of thinking. "What we have to do is get through that and be real with people," Morris said. "It's not like a question of 'I'm going to make myself into whatever sort of ideal that I have,' it's just that I am just going to try to rise to the occasion and be real right now, and every once in a while I can do that and that's good." Nehamas said he hoped that his lecture made people aware of how important art is on human quality of life. "By having art as at least a model for some of our activities, we can enrich our lives in a way that just focusing on general principles of how to deal with other people is not enough," Nehamas said. "It's a good thing to do." 

CLASSIFIEDS' :a·· USE CAUTION WHEN 
RESPONDING TO ADS 

FOR RENT 
North Street Commons T-Homes 
Comer of Wilbur St. & North St 
4BR, 3 Bath, 2-Car garage, W /D, 
A/ C, 4-car parking, walk to class 

Call 302-738-8111 or email: 
northstreetcommons@comcastnet 

Next to campus apannents for rent 
Renovated. 302-249-3877 

Rentals available 6/1/14; 
3BR 2 bath houses $1620-1170 /mo. 

3BRApt$975/mo. 
1BR Apt $835/mo includes utilities. 
lBR Apt $7 45mo includes utilities. 

1-2BRApt$695/mo. 
See pies on our web site 

www.rentalsmr.com, call 302-366-1187 

307-9 Del Cir 1095-1200/m +SD+ util 
W /D, yd, pkg, grill 

302-275-6785 

FOR RENT 
228 Kells Ave-3BR, legalfor4 

Avail. June 1- W./D, DW, parking 
$1575 plus util. 

Get a house for next school year, Chapel, 
East Main, Tyre, Cleveland, East Park 

Text (302)-420-6301 
E-mail shannoncanton@msn.com 

4 BR home On New London, a block 
away from the Deer Park, large yard, 

driveway; Close to UD, 
$2350/mo +utils, 302-983-0124 

bluemoon222@juno.com 
Available 6/1/14 

KERSHAW COMMONS TOWNHOUSES 
FOR RENT GREAT PRICES! 

NCG LLC- Please call for more info 
302-368-8864 

ejsproperties@comcast.net 

For Rent: Four person, three 
bedroom, nine month lease, 

$1200/month +util 
Email advance2go@gmail.com 

3-4 bedrooms, 2 houses close walk 
For rent June 1st 

Text or e-mail for information 
302-893-2777 

Email sblesher@verizon.net 

CLASSIFIED AD RATFS 
UNIVERSI1Y AFFILIATED: $1/LINE 
OUTSIDE: $2/LINE 

OLDING: $2 ONE-TIME FEE 
OXING: $5 ONE-TIME FEE 
o place a Classified ad, please call 
302 -831-2771. 

The Review cannot research 
the reputability of advertisers 
or the validity of their claims. Because we care about our 

readership and we value 
our honest advertisers, we 

advise anyone responding 
to ads in our paper to be 
wary of those who would 

prey on the inexperienced 
and naive. Especially when 
responding to Help Wanted, 

Travel, and Research Subjects 
advertisements, please 

thoroughly investigate all 
claims, offers, expectations, 

risks and costs. Please report 
any questionable business 

practices to our advertising 
department at 831 -1398. No 
advertisers or the services or 

products offered are endorsed 
or promoted by The Review or 

the University of Delaware. 
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STEVENS: 'I REVIEW EVERY COMMENT FROM EVERY STUDENT TO SEE THEIR THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS. IT ALSO TELLS ME WHERE WE CAN IMPROVE AND ENHANCE TO ENSURE OUR PROGRAM IS SUCCESSFUL' 
Continued from page 3 

" e are one oft\\ o programs that pro\ 1de prn ate tutoring on top of regular cla s," te, en aid. "They are like coun eling e ion On top of that, \\ e have a robu t orientation, upport mnm at1on and ne,,. ideas, have mall cla e up to 12 students, hm,e con tant interaction with our tudent g t th engu\t d m the m n an cu\ ure a much a po srbl . " Although en he feel all a pect of ELI are extr mely crucial, he aid h believes the bigge t and mo t d1 tmct charactenst1c i the careful e amination of evaluations tudents pro ide back to the program. "I go through every e, aluation gh en to me," tevens aid. "I revie, e, ery comment 

from e, ery tudent to sec their thoughts and feelings. It also tells me v. here "e can impro, e and enhance to ensure our program is successful." Over the past few year. , ELI undcrv.ent ome change . Ste, en aid they now have a tronger curriculum, are more focu ed on outcome and mea uring progre , focu n adaptmg to m round th or\ ro ii:fe extra upport gagem nt through mentoring program. He aid they would not be as ucces ful as they are no'w ,, ithout these change . "l f v. e were the same program we ,,ere about foe, 10 year ago, we wouldn't have the , a t amount of succe s "e ha, c no\\," tc\ en aid. There are, ho\\ e, er, a, ariety 

of improvements the university's ELI Program is looking to install. Cranker sees the difference in success between nationalities and notices the lack of English used on a frequent basis. "The high le, els in the program are primarily Chinese, and the lo\:\ levels are primarily Arab," Cranker aid. "Therefore, man) cla. e ha, e students of all, or nearly all, the same nation. ative languages are al o used much too much, ,vhich slows acquisition of English. ' As a result of this problem, Cranker said the ELI could "actively push students to use English outside the classroom." He said he feels "hiring more administrators and reducing the number of meetings and nonteaching responsibilities of instructors" could enhance the development of materials and 

planning. Diversity t also a room for improvement, Cranker said. "Seeking students from South and Latin America, Africa and Europe could be impro, ed as well," Cranker said. evertheless. faculty members at ELI realize parts of the program need to be fixed, and there is always room for imprO\ ement, Stevens said. "Other universities call us to knO\\ why UD's ELI Program 1s uc essful," Stevens said. "I simply tell them 'We focus on excellence in everything we do. The attitudes of our staff towards the students are of empathy, kindness and compassion. There is a personal aspect of the relationship that I belie" e helps students learn."' 

Queer community activist and 
writer speaks on campus 

HAVEAN 
OPINION? 
WRITE 
TO THE 
REVIEW! 
LETTERS'ii'UDREVIEW.COM THE REVIEW/KIRK SMITH Trans-feminine blogger and activist, Parker Marie Molloy, speaks in the Student Lounge at Trabant Thursday. 
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MOSAIC SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR DISCUSSES 
'SEXPECTATIONS' PG. 11 

OSCARS .MORE DIVERSE THAN PREVIOUS, STILL A WORK IN PROGRESS PG. 13 

The Deltones and Vocal Point love to 
compete, but not with each other 

BY CORI ILARDI Copy Desk Chief 
The Deltones and Vocal Point, two of the university's co-ed a cappella groups, are no strangers to competing-but not with each other. While each group competes in singing competitions, the competition stays out of the university community, the groups say. The Deltones have previously competed on the third season of NBC's "The Sing Off," and Vocal Point in the quarterfinals of the International Championship of College A Cappella. Laura ikolich, pre ident of the Deltones, and Matt Pisciotta, president of Vocal Point, both say they do not feel a rivalry between their two groups. Each group has kept themselves busy this semester. Each has an album coming out this 

year, and they have been spending their weekends rehearsing for their upcoming concerts,. holding workshops and taking road trips to perform with other a cappella groups at other universities. The Del tones recently finished their latest album, wrapping up recording last weekend. Nikolich says the album does not have a release date yet, but it will feature IO songs. A new CD isn't the only thing Nikolich says she and the group have been excited about. The group performed two songs on "The Sing Off' Tour last Saturday in Philadelphia. Walter Pendleton is the only current member of the Deltones who performed with the group on "The Sing Off' in 2011, but Nikolich says the group was very excited to perform on the tour, especially with many alumni who did compete on the show. The group performed two 

COURTESY OF LAURA NIKOLICH The Deltones finished recording their latest album last week and performed in Philadelphia on "The Sing Off" Tour with Deltones alumni. 

songs, "Landslide" by Fleetwood Mac, which is a current Deltones song, and "You Can't Hurry Love" originally sung by The Supremes, a song the group performed while competing in "The Sing Off," Nikolich says. Vocal Point recorded their 12-song album last October, November and December. The album will be released April 27, the same date of the group's spring concert. The group's first single, "Wrecking Ball" by Miley Cyrus, is currently available on Loudr, where Pisciotta says the single appeared fourth on the site's top five singles. On Feb. 22, Vocal Point competed in the quarterfinals in the ICCA's south region at Johns Hopkins University with fellow university a cappella group, the MelUDees. Vocal Point placed first in their quarter final round, scoring 439 out of a possible 465 points, higher than any other group in the competition, says Jon Smith, Vocal Point's music director. Their score was 79.5 points higher than the second placing team, the University of Maryland's Faux Paz, according to the ICCA website. In addition to first place, Smith won the Outstanding Arrangement award for his arrangement of "Dark Side" by Kelly Clarkson, and the entire group won Outstanding Choreography for their entire set, Smith says. Vocal Point\\ ill be competing in the semifinals of the ICCA Saturday, March l 5 at Vanderbilt University. Although both groups have had exciting goals and plans for this semester, they say their groups not only feel like they aren't competing, but also that they're also friends with each 

Students may not be affected by new nutrition labels 
BY SASHA CANADY StajJ Reporter 
Choosing a healthy snack is not always easy, especially when it comes to college students \\ho arc pulling allnighters or grabbing something on the go, but the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is hoping to make the choice a bit easier. According to the U .. Department of Health and Human en ices, the FDA is proposing to change the nutrition fact· labels on food packages in order to make them easier to understand. One of the proposed changes includes adding realistic serving sizes that will reflect how much Americans are actually eating. It would no longer have to be a guessing game of how many calories one is really taking in. Junior Carlo Garcia did not realize just how many calories were m his bottle of Mountain Dew until he took a closer look at the nutrition label. "I definitely did not know that a bottle of soda had 2.5 serv:mgs in it," Garcia say . "That's crazy." O~her upda~es to the la~els 

and adding emphasis to total calories and certain nutrients. Also added \\ ill be how much sugar has been added to a product becau e, as of now, it is difficult to tell how much is naturally occurring sugar and how much was added by manufacturers. The big question though is: will these changes really make a difference? First Lady Michelle Obama seems to think yes, as she is a big supporter of the change. During a press conference held on Feb. 27 she stated that parents and consumers should be able to pick up an item off the grocery store shelf and be able to tell if ti ts good for their family. "This is a big deal, and it's going to make a big difference for families all across this country," Obama says. While the new labels very well may have an effect on parents who are concerned for their family's health, what about on college students who often choose a slice of pizza over a salad? utrition concepts professor Diane Oliver says that the proposed labels will be beneficial to college students 

COURTESY OF SASHA CANADY Nutrition Labeling gets a makeover. 

as long as they take the time to read them. Some of the changes may be more useful to them than others, she says. "When I asked in my nutrition concepts class what they thought about the new proposal, the tudents appeared most interested in the listing of the added sugar," Oliver says. Good nutrition is sometimes difficult for college students, who have found a new freedom in food choices, Oliver says, but the new labels can help them make healthier choices, which are very important to their success. "Good nutrition throughout their day will help them pay attention in class and give them the needed energy to get through the day," Oliver says. However, most students do not seem to have much interest in reading the labels. Garcia says while eating healthy is important to him tf he wants to be in a better mood, he does not normally read nutrition labels or follow serving sizes. "It is fun to read the label sometimes, like to see how muc~ caffeine I am drinking, but it does not really affect how I eat," Garcia says. Junior Rachel Rozeen says she believes the new labels will not make a difference to college students at all. "The majority of students here don't read health labels," Rozeen says. Unless they are nutrition majors, they probably wouldn't understand them." Rozeen says students don't necessarily need to count calories in order to make healthy choices. "I go to the gym three or four times a week," Rozeen says. "I know what is healthy and what is good for me, so I don't always need to look at labels." Students will have to deal with the traditional, and sometimes confusing labels a little bit longer, however, until the proposed change is approved. CBS reported that after the new label is decided upon, companies will have two years before the labels will have to appear on store shelves. So for now, there is still an excuse for students to add that extra scoop of ice cream to help them pull off that all-nighter. 

COURTESY OF MIKE CHI" Jon Smith closes Vocal Point's set with "My Songs Know What You Did In the Dark (Light 'Em Up)" by Fall out Boy at Johns Hopkins University. The group placed first and scored higher than any other group In the ICCA quarterfinal rounds. 
other. "This ye~r especially we've been gettmg very clo e with [Vocal Pomt]," ikolich says. " ot only the groups, but individually we've all really hung out a lot and become friends." Pisciotta and mith say they agree. "We're friendly with the Deltone ," Smith say . "Traditionally when you have new members, you have a sort of celebration for the new member , and we al\\ ays go to each other's and hang out out ide of a cappe Ila." o when these t,\o groups come together to perform not just with each other, but with the univer ity's fi\e other a cappella group in a concert, they ay they don't treat it a a competition, and they enjoy performing together. Last semester, the Deltones 

made a guest appearance in Vocal Point's concert "Acappellooza." ikolich says they hope to have Vocal Point appear next semester in one of their concert as well. "I feel hke it' kind of a celebration," P1 ciotta says. "Everyone's going [to DelAc] not for a competition but to howcase their music." Vocal Point's mi s1on statement is about providing the university community and the outside area with a mu ical experience, Pisciotta ay . He say he believe DelAc is not about competing for any of the group , it' about gettmg together and sharing their mu ic \\ith anyone who want to attend. Each group is alway tri, mg to be the best they can, tkolich ay . They practice and perform to better them elves not to be better than anyone el e. 

COURTESY OF ALEX MCDOUGALL. DAILY EMERALD Technology often Inhibits students from getting the proper amount of sleep. Technology keeps 
students awake 
late into the night 

BY JAIME BRA AM Staff Reporter 
This weekend, Americans across the nation grumbled and groaned as they Jost an hour of sleep and moved the clock forward one hour for Daylight Savings time. But is this hour the only sleep we are missing out on? Unsurprisingly, the an wer is "no." Dr. Brad Wolgast, entor Psychologist and ass1 tant Director Coordinator at the university's Center for Counseling and Student Development, says the demographic that has the wor t sleep patterns is none other than college students. Wolgast says this is easily due to the megular schedules that are developed as students. The fluctuations between the time students start class each day and the time they go to bed are not always corre ponding correctly to achieve the proper amount of slee_p, Wolgast says. Wolgast says students often rely on recovery sleep on the weekend that they get from sleeping in. 

He say sleeping in until late one day and trying to wake up at a decent hour the next will feel like you've flown from L.A. to Delaware and still are not readju ted to the correct time zone. In order to avoid this jet lag feeling, Wolgast says the ideal amount of sleep tudent should be getting is nine hours and fifteen minutes per night. "This length of time is what 1s needed to acquire maximum alertness, which means (you] couldn't fall asleep if you tned," Wolgast says. Although this amount may seem excessive, Wolgast says 1t is what is best. Registered nurse and Healthy HE Program Coordinator, Michelle cott, tated in an email that the students that come into the health center only get si to even hours of sleep on average, which is not enough, Scott says. Both cott and Wolga t agree that while nine and a quarter hours of sleep is what is most ideal, if students were to get around eight hours a night, then that would suffice. '' Jeep is key for replenishment of the immune system along with learning The resulting issue ts that trying to catch up on sleep often throws off schedules entirely. Wolgast compares it to jet lag. See COTT page 12 ------------------------------------------www.UDREVIEW.COM 



10 MARCH 11, 2014 THE IMIW OFF THE Wilmington native's RECORD ''Skater Sister" glides 
PHARRELL b ksh I WILLIAMS' to 00 e ves 
'GIRL' Nine years since his last solo album (''In My Mind''), Pbarell William's short-lived solo career seemed to be diminished. Wdh his last album being mediocre at best. "G I R L" really needed to be a standout album to ensure bis fblure as solo artist. He bas proven himself as an excellent writer, compoaer and ha had various collaboratioos with olher artists, but falls short on this album. The SIDIIIDCf of 2013 WM filled with Pharrell. He was fcalured on Robin Thicke's controversial hit "Blurred Lines," Daft Punk's "Get Lucky" and "Lose Ya.nelfto Dance", and wrote three songs for the "Despicable Me 2" soundtrack. His single from that album, "Happy," 
became a contagiously catchy hit almost overnight. This success made "G IR LS" much anticipated, and for good reason. Pharrell has every talent to make a solo album a success -writing, singing, composing and a likeable star quality, but for some reason these all don't add up to make a cohesive collection of so~. The album begins with ''Marilyn Monroe," a fast paced track that boasts lyrics about his ideal woman. He names classic female figures - Marilyn Monroe, Cleopatra and Joan of Arc, but states that he does not want a woman that idealizes a woman, rather he prefers a 'different girl.' Majorly differing from "Blurred Lines," this song serves as a positive song of female empowerment "Marilyn Monroe" is followed by his collaboration with Justin Tunberlake, "Brand New." It's an uptempo, 'feel good' song, but it seems to pale in comparison to the tracks on Tunberlake's most n:cent album "The 20/20 Experience." This is not the only collaboration on the album, and other guests include Alicia Keys ("Know Who You Are'') and Miley Cyrus (''Come Get It Bae"). For an artist that is known for exemplary writing on others' albums, Pharrell does a lackluster job of creating high quality lyrics on his own record. ''Gush" presents gratuitously dirty lyrics that imtead of seeming 

BY STEPHE HARRIS Staff Reporter 
Wilmington native H.D. Marychild's book "Slcater Sist r," was releas d ript on time for the Sochi Olympics this January. The young adult novel tells the story of two sist rs, one of which is an Olympic contestant and the other who lives in her shadow, she says. The book, as demonstrated from the title, is told from the perspective of th i ter, Karen Fenst rmacber. Marycbild say sh always enjoyed watching th mter Olympics over th ummer Olympics, for th sheer spe d that the atbl tes would fly with 

ID most of the v nts. For her, figure skating was the most thrilling vent, a combination of atbl tics and art that to her look d like ball t on 1c , she says. After watching the figure skating at the Vancouver Winter Olympics, Marychild says she realized it would make a great backstory for a book about figure skating. "The book's schedule is based on Vancouver's Winter Games because there was rumored to be a big rule change in figure skating, where a single skater could use a song with words," Marychild says. "No website could confirm when this would happen, so I figured it was now-or-never to write out the book idea I'd had." Despite this, the book began to hold a lot of similarities with the Sochi Olympics when it came to the skater character. "When I started writing this book, Natalie [the Olympic skater in the book] wasn't based off of any skaters in particular," Marychild says. "However, as I wrote the book, there grew to be a stronger and stronger correlation between atalie and real-life figure skater Ashley Wagner. Both of them had blonde hair, skated to the song 'Romeo and Juliet' by Prokofiev and earned 4th place in their events." Marychild b rself never figur: ed but lo ed wllClliftg 

it and saw Karen, th sister, as a role modJ 1 anyone could relate to, she says. "Karen feels bk she fall under the shadow of her older sister," Marycbild says. "The book is about being appreciated ev n when w don't think w ar ." The book ti atures an account of figure kating that is both explanatory and nont cbnical. "Th book was my valentine to figure skating, but I tried not to make it too technical," Marycbild says. One of th essential elements of writing is to touch people and have them experience emotion, she says, so she wanted the novel to be accessible to anybody regardles.s of their knowledge of the s_port. The theme of sibling rivalry can be a strong part of any young adult novel. William Lewis, assistant professor of literacy education at the university, stated in an email message that while sibling rivalry can be common among young adult books, strong sibling connections can allow the protagonist to overcome any opposition or adversary. By using the young adult book, Lewis says it's easier for the reader to go back to that time of doubt and insecurity to remember how to overcome that feeling. "I think that a theme that cuts across many of these texts is the search for identity and connection," Lewis says. "The situations in most YA (young adult) books [ ... ) realistic or fantastical [ ... ] force the characters to ask questions about who they are, who they are becoming, what is most important to them and the critical importance of connecting to someone who shares their outlook." Marychild says she chose to publish the book independently under the name "Small Wonder" with her pen name. As an academic writer, she says she typically writes a manuscript, sends it to her publisher and it's published in about one-year. 

Julia O trich, managing ditor of UD Preta academic writmgs ~ically a y ar or o to pubhsh. "Pubb hmg from a uni en1ty pre ts very different from 1,11dependent pubbsbmg," trich ys. Indeed, the choice for publi bing IS extremely 1mporta11t for th author. Marycbild say 1f liad opted for the "Bag ix"-tbe big pubh bing houses for fiction: Hachett , Macmillan, Penguin Group, HarperColltns, Random Ho e and Simon & chusterit would have taken her novel about two years to come out, well after the Winter Olympics at Sochi. Therefore, Marychild says she opted to work on the book entirely by herself. That meant choosing every single detail for the book including font, size, title pag and co er art. , come off m aeepy. HaK1IJI the intro is enough tum off tismcn "Hunter" can also be deemed • a step beyond attractive, and lyrics like "just because it's the middle of the night that don't mean I won't bmt you down" evoke the aggressive 
tone that got him in trouble with "Blurred Lines." Sexualized lyrics are not imcommon in popular music, but Pharrell would be smart to leave some things to the imaginaaion. 

EVERYDAY RUNWAY I GOT YOU COVERED 
Aside from ''Happy," there are really no other standout songs on this album, 1u nda .,, IIISOl'1mem of poorly writtm tracks. His oversexuali7.ed song.,, in addition to some ridiculous pop culbR references in others, 1amish a few tracb that could have been better. Despite this, there are moments where Pbanell's overall package as an artist shines through ("Oust of Wmd" and "It Girl''), but unfortunately, they do not make up for the album's exceedingly noticeable faul1s. 

Charact BYSA HAC DY Stoff Reporter 
Nostalgia, English professor Thomas L itch says, ts "a longing or love for bom . " He says 1t 1s something many people experienc . 

I 1 o o k forward to going to bars where we all sp ale th sam languagethough not always coherently. But each time I walk into Kate's or Rooney's, I'm always taken aback by the young faces I see. The best way to spot new 21-year-old babies is by their outfits. So as someone who was not long ago in your shoes, I've got you covered. First thmgs first: the bar is not a frat party. There is no ne d to wear a tight dress or skirt, especially when jackets are still a n cessity for walking to and from the bar. t, make sure you leave your stilettos at born . The boW1cers ar n't frat guys who think they are entitldd to rate girls on hotn s-you ill be allowed to nter th bar ven 

" o matt r how good or bad b the pr sent is peopl are mo ed to look to the past," Leitch says. Senior Jonathon Geno says he oft n thinks back to bis childhood and what first com s 

in sweatpants. I've watched it happen. I'm not saying don't look pretty, I'm saying don't look tawdry. There are plenty of ways to dress sexy without wearing that tight, barely-there dress. Investing in a good pair of skinny jeans is the first plac to start. Choosing a darker shad will be more appropriate for a Delaware bar s tting, and no one will notice if you happen to walk down Main Street ID th m the next day. The fashion merchand1 in me says buy a pair of Jam s Jeans or Hudson, but my bank account say buy a patr from P c un or BOO from Urban Outfitt rs. R gardl s of th brand you choo , try rollmg up the h1 m to show a bit of km to separate th pants from th shoes. Skinny j1 ans might not be the first thing that ~ome to mind wh n you think of s y, 

UDTal 

but you' II change your opinion if you pair them with a backless or plunging-bac hirt. I know what some of you are thinkmg, and before you say anythmg, go to Target and buy Fashion Forms adbe ive bra. Wearing a back! s shirt, wh ther long sl es or a tank top, i se y because it hows just enough skin to l a e plenty o~ room for an adm1r r's 1mag1Datlon. Anoth r fun and flirty look to try is sho ing a colorful, lacy bra strap under a semi-sh er shirt. Thi loo 1s often don wrong as peopl frequently ear the two trem s For iDStaD I' n bar-g bl bns under h r hi bl or any colored bra Ullder a I shirt. I'm f111rly certain Kim Kardashian has tried to pull off both of th loo , and hon 1t loo awful in designer ~lothmg, that' hen you kno the trend hould be put to t If there anythmg a girl 

can ar that instantaneo ly make h r look and ti I better, it's a pair of h 1 . I don't take b k hat I d earher you ill look ndiculous ma pair ot hi tto at bar Instead, opt fo1 a more bar-friendly wedg 01 boot1 . I' writt n before, am Ed Iman 1s my go-to hoc of choice, but Targ t has been on it b gam as well. Ther 1s nothmg wrong with eanng a birthday sash or crown to th bar, but if you ne ly-tum d 21-y ar-olds don'1 want to tick out lik sor thumb in your equm body-con cir and stil tto , try ou1 one of these id 

•Jc 
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BY SARAH ELLER Staff Reporter. 

March 5, 2014 marked "World Read Aloud Day" a proactive and educational movement used address the of adult 

difference between success and failure." Vocabulary isn't the only benefit a student will gain. If a child is introduced to reading as young as preschool age, he or she will be more prepared in many 

"Having college kids go to middle schools and high schools really helps because it gives the younger students a role model and makes them believe that it is 'cool to read,"' Winand says. "Reading really brings kids together to have . . ,, 
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READING WITH RACHEL 'DIVERGENT' 
BY VERONICA 
ROTH 

Ifl had to answer the question "What is the latest hot trend in young adult novels?" I would have to answer dystopian fiction. With the resounding success of "The Hunger Garnes," a surge in popularity for books (sometimes turned movies) is on the horizon. The latest to come to popularity-and soon to the big screen-is Veronica Roth's "Divergent," the first of a trilogy. "Divergent" centers around a 16-year-old girl named Beatrice Prior, who (you guessed it) resides in a dystopian version of the United States. In this particular universe, the city Beatrice resides in is split into five factions derived from personality traits: Amity (peacefulness), Candor (honesty), Dauntless (bravery), Erudite (knowledgeable) and Abnegation (selflessness and the faction Beatrice is born into). After the nation was tom apart by war and strife, the founders of the city decided to separate people into personality factions in an attempt to maximize these particular values. Once a year, every 16-year-old in the city must select the faction they will stay in for the rest of their lives. In order to aid these teenagers with their decision, each individual is given a test prior to the choosing day to place them in their particular faction. However, this is where the problems start for Beatrice. Instead of being placed in one faction, she tests equally in Abnegation, Erudite and Dauntless, making her Divergent. For initially unknown reasons, being Divergent is dangerous for one's longevity and she is told to hide her divergence by assimilating into one of the factions. Never feeling like she was good enough for her original faction, who emote an almost surreal level of seemingly natural selflessness, she abandons her family in favor of becoming Dauntless and renames herself Tris. Despite choosing a faction, the problems do not end here; the Dauntless take their call to bravery extremely seriously and enforce strict, sometimes life-threatening tests in which only a select number of initiates can become part of Dauntless, the remainder being condemned to a factionless existence. The rest of the book follows Tris' Dauntless tests and a budding romance with an instructor while revealing exactly how dangerous divergence can be. "Divergent" is an interesting take on what kind of society humans could build in a dystopian era. The series is often compared to "The Hunger Games" trilogy, and it's not difficult to see why: dystopia America, teenage girl, government trying to kill her, defying the odds, etc. Despite several similarities, however, "Divergent" stands on its own. The concept is intelligent and intriguing, and the novel is fairly well written, easily sucking readers in and leaving them begging for more. Fortunately, "Insurgent" and "Allegiant" are both published, so new readers will not have to wait to continue following Tris' story. Another point "Divergent" has in its favor is its twist ending. The conclusion is genuinely an unexpected development in the story, bringing new challenges to the forefront and pushing towards the plot of the next book. Basically, if you enjoy books similar to "The Hunger Games" or "The Maze Runner," you will enjoy "Divergent." It is an intelligent, gripping and enjoyable read. "Divergent" does leave me with one burning question, though, a question no book in its geme has answered as of yet. What the heck is happening outside of young-adult dystopian America?! Are faction societies and hunger games a social norm or do outside countries just not know what's going on? These are burning questions we need answered, everyone. So if anyone has a plausible theory, let it be heard. Have a book you want to see reviewed or just know a great read? Got full time after graduation employment opportunities you'd like to send my way? Email Rachel Taylor at retaylor@udel.edu! 
- Rachel Taylor retaylor@udel.edu 

Movie Review 
'300: RISE OF AN EMPIRE' 
3 OUT OF 5 STARS 

From all of the hype of the explosively popular film "300," you'd expect the sequel "300: Rise of an Empire" to be equally as epic. If all you need in a movie is blood, gore, battles and clothingoptional characters, then you'll most certainly enjoy this most recent installment. However, if you desire heart and a powerful plot, you might be slightly disappointed. Although the digital effects are immediately eye-catchingespecially in 3D-the plot fails to meet the same caliber. Throw in all the abs and blood you want, but that still won't produce an intriguing storyline. Very quickly into the film, you notice that it isn't a continuation of the previous movie. You assume you're about to watch the aftermath of the battle between King Leonidas and the mighty 300 Spartans and Xerxes, but you're left with a combination of flashbacks and parallel events occurring around the same time. Human-turned-god Xerxes (Rodrigo Santoro) does indeed appear in the film but in only enough limited scenes to show off his blinged-out body and rule over the Persian army in order to seek revenge upon the Greeks. The main premise of the film surrounds Greek general Themistocles and his pursuit to unite all of Greece in a battle against the Persian navy. This time around, the majority of the fighting occurs on the sea as the predominant battlefield. Unlike the original film comprised mostly of male leads, this film rides on the backs of two extremely talented actresses and their wonderfully strong character counterparts. This brings me to the main 

reason as to why anyone should see this film: Eva Green. Despite the lack of plot, Eva Green makes up for it with her deadly yet beautiful portrayal of bloodthirsty Persian naval commander, Artemisia. Along with Green, Lena Heatley, who plays returning Queen Gorgo, delivers another powerful female character rich with strength and intelligence in a film geme typically swamped with men or helpless women. Another peculiar aspect of the film is how it clearly wants audiences to root for protagonist Themistocles, yet I found myself gravitating toward antagonist Artemisia and her quest for vengeance. Generally during movies, I have some sort of bond with the characters, whereas with this film, I felt very little attachment to any of them. One of the main relationships depicted a father and son and the strength between them in spite of ongoing struggle, turmoil and war. Usually this would resonate well with audiences, but it fell quite flat due to the lack of proper writing and character development. Sullivan Stapleton gave an adequate performance of Themistocles, but at the end, you're left with wanting more complexities within the brooding Greek hero. On another note, Noam Murro took the helm of directing this time, but Zack Snyder's distinct artistic creations still managed to shine through from the first film. Regardless of a few key factors missing, "300: Rise of an Empire" turns out to be a decent and mildly mindless guilty pleasure. 
-Brittney Weidemann bsw@,udeledu 

SCOTT: 'TECHNOLOGY IS ONE 
OF THE BIGGEST OBSTACLES 
TO SLEEP.' 
Continued from page 9 

and consolidating memories," Wolgast says. Additionally, a lack of sleep can lead to increased body mass index (BMI) and obesity, anxiety, depression, diabetes and heart problems, Scott says. Sophomore cognitive science major Kim Cummings says she understands the importance of sleep and often gets about seven or eight hours of sleep a night. While this amount of sleep is pretty substantial, she says it still does not seem to be enough. "The internet and texting distracts us from going to bed, leading to fewer hours of sleep," Cummings says. Cummings says she often feels fatigued in the morning because stud)hng, homework and even Netflix keep her from sleeping. Scott says out of the students she interacts with, many use technology right before going to sleep. "Technology is one of the biggest obstacles to sleep," Scott says. Separation from all technology is important to getting a good night of sleep, Scott says. 

Wolgast, who counsels students that suffer from insomnia, says technology adds to insomniac problems. Wolgast says the blue waves that come from the screens of our phones, computers and televisions directly impact part of our brain known as the pineal gland. The exposure to this light confuses the brains so that it does not think it is time to sleep. He says he recommends an hour window without cell phones or laptops before sleeping. Scott says disconnecting before going to sleep is key. Beyond disconnecting, Cummings says better time management could also aid her in getting more sleep. Sleep awareness week ended this Sunday. According to their website, the National Sleep Foundation has dedicated this week as an "annual public education and awareness campaign to promote the importance of sleep." Scott says it is understandable that sleep is pushed to the back burner during college. She encourages students to try to balance classes, clubs and other social activities in order to get enough sleep. 

SARAH'S SPOTLIGHT 
" B y e Bye Birdie" 

liiMillilillliiolillMiilillMllla. is Harrington Theatre Arts Company's (HTAC) first show of the spring semester. I spoke with senior Megan Greany, the show's director, about her involvement in this production and in HTAC. Greany says "Bye Bye Birdie" is a musical about young love, the relationship between parents and their teenage children and fame. There are two stories within the show. One of them is about Conrad Birdie, a superstar singer who has been drafted into the army and his relationship with a girl, and one is of Birdie's manager, Albert Peterson, and Peterson's relationship with his secretary. The conflicting \\Orlds are humorous, Greany says, and her cast has impeccable comedic timing. Though Greany is the director, she's not putting on this show alone. She says she is just one piece of a very large staff consisting of nearly 25 people all working in unison to put ''Bye Bye Birdie" together. The production staff and cast have had a very short rehearsal process to prepare for opening night, which is Friday. Even though the idea of doing "Bye Bye Birdie" started last semester, HTAC has only had 26 days of rehearsal to put the show together. Greany says it is a show that has always been dear to her heart, and she is excited to share it through the theatre company she loves. Greany says it has been unbelievable watching each and every person m her cast grow during the rehearsal process. She says she truly looks forward to evening rehearsals every day, even after long hours of classes, 

meetings and work behind the scenes. 'They have had so much to learn in such a short amount of time, and everyone has met the challenge straight on," Greany says. "It is incredibly rejuvenating to watch as this show has been stitched together!" She says theater is important because it offers a hard-to-find break from the stresses of daily life. Greany compared theater to childhood. When you're a kid sitting on the swings, all you're thinking about is swinging to and fro, and you're simply enjoying the moment. ow, as adults, Greany says your thoughts would be consumed with the exams you have to study for, the bills you ha\·e to pay or the troubles m your relationships. She says it's difficult for us all to not be constantly consumed \\.ith such thoughts, and it's a challenge to liYe in the moment. Still, she says "Bye Bye Birdie" gives patrons the opportunity to let go of the stresses of life and enjoy the moment. "That is what this shov,· is about - listening to your inner child and allowing yourself to let go of all of those concerns, if only for a moment." Greany says. ''The music, the characters, the dance, the colors ... they provide a space of pure happiness that I truly believe everyone needs." "Bye Bye Birdie" \•,ill be performed six times: March 14, 15, 20, 21 and 22 at 8 p.m. and March 15 at 2 p.m. All shows are in Pearson Hall located on Academy Street. Tickets are $7 for adults and $5 for students and seniors. 
--Sarah Braverman braves(ii.udel.edu 
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Child development 
researcher Megan McClelland 
speaks about self-regulation 

COURTESY OFPHOTO BY OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY ON FLICKR Megan McClelland is a nationally-recognized expert on child development and core director at OSU's Hallie E. Ford Center for Healthy Children and families. 
BY TORI NADEL based on a four-year study she Staff Reporter conducted. 

"I'm impressed so many people came to hear me speak," Megan McClelland says to the room filled with people, some having to line the walls because the rows were all full. "Usually I ha\ e to chase people down to come." McClelland, an associate professor at Oregon State University, traveled to campus to deliver a colloquium on her research regarding early education preparedness. Her seminar, titled "Self-Regulation in Young Children: How Touching Your Toes Relates to Early School Success," was 

"Self-regulation, for those that don't knm,\," McClelland says, "is 'conceptual clutter' that includes conscious control of thoughts, feeling and behavior and how to help kids regulate emotions and cognitive behavior." McClelland was brought to campus by the Institute for Education Sciences, which is the research agency of the U.S. Department of Education, Vinaya Rajan, an IES post-doctoral fello\\ who currently works in the School of Education at the university, stated in an email message. "The goal of IES is to 

increase the quality of education research and evaluation by funding peer-reviewed scientific studies and by supporting and training education researchers nationwide," Rajan says. Rajan was in charge of the event, meaning she was responsible for choosing the speaker, she says. "As part of my training, I get to reach out to people in the field whose research interests overlap with mine and invite them to give a colloquium presentation," Rajan says. McClelland's research is mostly directed at preschool and early elementary aged children. Self-regulation is a key predictor of many aspects of a child's life, including social competence, obesity and academic success, McClelland says. "Between the ages of 4 and 25, there is SO-percent greater odds of college completion in children with strong attention and persistence as well as long term health and education outcomes," McClelland says. McClelland, as well as her colleagues, use the game Head-Toes-Knees-Shoulders to assess 343 kindergartners' self-regulation based on a score they receive in regards to how well they perform. In the game, students are asked to do the opposite of a motion they are asked to complete. For example, if the students were asked to touch their knees, they were supposed to touch their shoulders instead and vice versa, McClelland says. The results to the task 

I THE ENVIRONMENTAL \ CONTRARIAN 
JEVONS PARADOX AND THE DARKS/DE OF EFFICIENCY 

l ' v e OSEF SHIRAZI often touted hat using resources more efficiently 1s a great aim of environmentalism. Similar to many of my colleagues, it's actually one of the omnipresent motivations in my life. My personal decisions are a battlefield for driving down my energy usage and resource consumption. Surely you've heard this theme expressed in countless other forums as well. While there are certainly great reasons to pursue efficiency gains, you would be right to suspect the full picture is far more messy. Driving all this mess is the under-appreciated complexity and adaptability of human behavior. My goal here is to introduce you to a well-studied phenomenon, its implications and how we can overcome them. Think like an economist for a second. Don't worry, it's not as foreign as you may imagine and your moral fibers won't magically begin to disintegrate. Okay, ready? An individual consumes a 

product (for instance, a refrigerator) that requires inputs from all types of natural and human resources to manufacture and keep in operation. Over time, efficiency gains have made refrigerators consume far fewer resources and consequently are far cheaper to O\\TI. Sounds like a win for • everyone, right? We enjoy the wonders of refrigeration, we pay less for the product upfront and the refrigerator requires far less energy and materials to produce and run then ever before. As a budding economist, however, you anticipate there is more to the story. Think for a moment: What do consumers tend to do when a product or service becomes cheaper? With few exceptions, as people have to part with less to get something they want, they'll tend to consume more of it. Increase fuel economy on a car, and I'll drive more. Increase the efficiency of a light bulb, and I'll light my house with more and brighter bulbs. Make flight faster and burn less fuel, and 

I'll fly more. With all manners of goods and services, drive down the cost and the consumer will consume more. The English economist William Stanley Jevons popularized this phenomenon in the mid 19th century into a concept that now carries his name, the Jevons Paradox. This same idea is also commonly termed the rebound effect in some popular circles. According to academic Blake Alcott, this paradox is the "proposition that as technology progresses, the increase in efficiency with which a resource is used tends to increase (rather than decrease) the rate of consumption of that resource." Jevons found that as coal powered steam engines became more efficient, the more applications they began to serve. The increased adoption of steam engines across the entire economy far outweighed the increases in engine efficiency, yielding a rapidly increasing consumption of coal in 19th century England. Consider again our refrigerator 

show it taps attention, cognitive flexibility, working memory and inhibitory control, she says. Furthermore, the game predicts early literacy, math and vocabulary over the years, showing students that scored well in the task had stronger scores in these subjects than those students that scored low in the task, she says ''One of the reasons HTKS improved students' achievement in math is due to the fact that the kids have to stop and think because they have to do opposites," McClellan says. "This helps kids problem solve in sequential notion." The current challenge, McClelland says, is how to broaden the use. "We have found it to be more of working memory task and auditory working task," McClelland says. McClelland has figured out a way that leads to the strengthening of self-regulation and to determine how malleable the skills are. Preschool students' self-regulation interventions use music and movement based games. She says these types of games predict stronger self-regulation and gains in early letter work and identifications. The effects were strongest with low income students, McClelland says. In addition to the game, McClelland says she and her colleagues incorporated other games, such as red light green light, freeze games and drum beats into the study. The games had additional rules to increase students' cognitive load. Yet 

example. One modestly-sized refrigerator simply doesn't suffice in most households today. We now have much larger refrigerators, multiple refrigerators, even refrigerators for specialty purposes, like those exclusively for adult beverages. Or consider the Internet. Back in the days of dial-up Internet, connection speeds were painfully slow and web pages took seemingly forever to load. With today's connection speeds, those same web pages now load in an instant. Rather than spend less time on the Internet, we spend far more time on the web in absolute terms. In this case we are not saving money, but our time. This last example also highlights the difference in the rebound effect over the short term (dominated by personal shifts) and long term ( driven by cultural shifts). For certain goods and services, say driving or clothes drying, we may not immediately increase our usage much when prices drop. We may drive some extra miles or run our dryer slightly more, but the increases aren't staggering. These are personal shifts. In the longer term, however, cultural shifts will incorporate price changes and can reorient society wholesale. In the case of inexpensive and rapid personal transportation, communities may be increasingly located far from places of work. Perhaps more significant than this rebound effect in the developed world, increased efficiency and 

Diversity takes the spotlight at Academy Awards 
BY CORI ILARDI Copy Desk Chief 

Last Sunday, the 86thAcademy Awards saw all different kinds of people on stage hosting, presenting and winning for a variety of roles, garnering praise from news sources like ABC for its diversity. The awards ceremony this year was hosted by openly gay talk show host Ellen DeGeneres, and the ceremony was presided over by the Cheryl Boone Isaacs, the Academy's first black president. Best Actress winner Cate Blanchett generated a lot of buzz when she accepted her Oscar, as she made comments about women in the film industry. "Perhaps those of us in the industry who are still foolishly clinging to the idea that female films with women at the center are niche experiences, they are not," Blanchett said. "Audiences wanna see them, and, in fact, they earn money." The night was praised as a night of diversity by several news outlets, but the film industry may still have a way to go. Although films nominated this year like "Blue Jasmine," "Gravity'' and "Philomena" starred women, there is still a lack of women in other parts of the film industry. To date, one woman has won the Oscar for Best Director, and four women have been nominated in the history of the 

Academy Awards. Sociology professor Ann Bell says this applies not just to the film industry but to the workforce as a whole. She says while she doesn't know much about films, there is a lack of women in leadership positions in all fields. It's difficult for women to rise up in the ranks, Bell says. Once they do rise up in the ranks, however, it's difficult for them to receive accolades as well. "The ability for women to succeed and to be a director, which is in charge of an entire film, it's difficult for women to achieve right now in today's society in which we don't view women in that way," Bell says. However, Bell says she believes women have been moving forward and will continue to move forward, not just in the film industry but in the entire workforce as a whole. The male winners for acting and behind the scenes work represented a more diverse gorup than in previous years. Mexican filmmaker Alfonso Cuar6n won the Oscar for Best Director for his film "Gravity," becoming the first Latino to ever win the award. Additionally, "Gravity" was tied for the most nominations of any film with l 0 nominations and won more awards than any other film with seven wins. Steve McQueen, who won 

an Independent Spirit Award for Best Director the night before, became the first black filmmaker to win an Academy Award for Best Picture. Lupita Nyong'o won Best Supporting Actress, becoming the seventh black actress to win an Oscar for acting. She is also the first Mexican to win the award and the first Kenyan to win any Oscar, which inspired a Tweet from Uhuru Kenyatta, Kenya's president. Diversity was not only seen in the recipients of the award but also in the roles for which actors won. Jared Leto won the Best Supporting Actor award for the film ''Dallas Buyers Club" in which he plays a transgender woman named Rayon. English professor Thomas Leitch, who also serves as the director for the film concentration minor, says the Oscars have value for a couple of different reasons, the main one being money. Since "Dallas Buyers Club" received much attention at the ceremony with Matthew McConaughey and Jared Leto each receiving an Oscar, Leitch says DVD and rental sales will benefit. Aside from money, he says the Oscars are supposed to be good at predicting trends. He says he thought Kathryn Bigelow's Best Director win in 2010 would pave the way for many more women to start directing films and be recognized for their work. However, this has not been the 

case at the Oscars. "I would love to see more films by women directors encouraged by the example of Kathryn Bigelow," Leitch says. "But I won't hold my breath." Leitch says although "12 Years A Slave" won Best Picture and was directed by a black man, he's still waiting for an African American to direct a Best Picture winning film as Steve McQueen is not American but British. "I think Hollywood makes more movies about, by and using performers of color than it used to," Letich says. "Not just African Americans but Afro Caribbeans, Mexican Americans,[ ... ] but I do not think that Hollywood has made great strides with women. I think it is either standing still or going backwards." In the 1940s there were many more films featuring important female characters, where she was the most important character in the movie, Leitch says. "Compared to, let's say, two generations ago, women are much less important as subjects in Hollywood than they used to be," Leitch says. "Are they less important as money people? I guess there are more executives in film companies that are female now. But I don't see that the product has been different for that." Sophomore Shannon Poulsen says the Oscars didn't notice the 

there were no significant direct intervention effects on the achievement, she says. "Surprisingly, it was quite challenging for them to grasp," McClelland says. Senior elementary education major Sam Spoor thinks self-regulation is important for the development of a child, Spoor says. "Sometimes I feel that adults have exceedingly high expectations for children," Spoor says. "Young children are going to have an especially difficult time doing things such as paying attention and following directions because kids will be kids [and are] more likely to act out than an older child," Spoor says. "I think by demonstrating appropriate behavior for the students, teachers can show them how to accomplish a task and use selfregulation." Junior early childhood education major Kerry Regan similarly says she thinks selfregulation is necessary in order to be successful in school. "I think that it is extremely important for young children to learn in order to be able to properly grow and develop in all domains," Regan says. "Selfregulation includes learning how to express and control one's emotions [which] is something children need to be able to do in order to succeed in a school setting. Self-regulation also involves maintaining focus and attention, which is another thing necessary for school success." 

the resulting lower costs, creates a whole new market for goods and services among the billions of individuals living in the world's less affluent countries. Whole new societies may adopt clothes dryers that had previously never considered them as attainable. Similarly, as cars become cheaper and less costly to operate entire societies begin lusting for the previously unaffordable car-centric lifestyle. Since the dawn of human existence, we sought ways to do more with less. Every great invention-from the advent of spear tips, agriculture, the wheel, the electric lightbulb drove efficiency ever higher. But as I hope you now recognize, efficiency alone does not suffice. The trick is to find a way to use resources more efficiently, while using less of them in absolute terms, all while maintaining or increasing our current standards of living and happiness. To this end, society may be best served by driving down the cost of renewable energy but not passing the savings to consumers. Similarly, society can also elect to make fossil fuels far more expensive also through a taxation mechanism. Though unpopular, such taxes, if enacted in an equitable manner, may be the best approach to solving many of our most pressing environmental problems. 
-Yosef Shirazi yshirazi@udeledu 

GETTY IMAGES Lupita Nyong'o became the seventh black actress to win an acting Oscar. 
diversity this year not because she didn'tthinkitwasdiverse but because seeing diversity on television seemed normal to her. Poulsen says she could see the diversity DeGeneres' Oscar "selfie"-which became the most retweeted photo ever on Twitter, beating the previous Tweet with four times as many retweets-and it didn't surprise her. "It might be because I'm a product of a generation where everyone is getting more comfortable," Poulsen says. "We're comfortable with seeing people that are different. It's just an average thing. [ ... ] We're heading in a good direction." 
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SPORTS 1 ou now: e aware res man a -
tackman Logan Aunon was named 
CAA Rookie of the Week yesterday. 

Former multi-sport coach Irv Wisniewski remembered p.15 
ROSS: 'THEIR FAITH IN ME MAKES ME HAVE A LOT OF FAITH IN THEM NOW.' 
Continued from page 1 

Delaware was able to stave of the Tribe's furious comeback until the four-and-a-half minute mark, when a jumper from Prewitt gave W&M a 66-65 ad-...antage and its first lead since the 9: 56 mark of the first half, prompting Ross to call timeout. It didn't help. Senior guard Davon Usher botched a layup on Delaware's next possession. Thornton came down the floor and drained another 3-point shot to give W&M a 69-65 lead. Usher, who shot 2-of-10 from the field, sank a timely 3-pointer on Delaware's next possession to keep the Hens in the game. But Thornton didn't relent. The first-team All-CAA selection sank a jumper with just over two minutes to play to stretch the Tribe's lead to three. After a missed shot by Saddler, Thornton found Prew.itt on the left w. ing for an uncontested 3-point attempt to give the Tribe a 74-68 lead with only 1 :40 to play. Delaware never wavered. "De\: on caught my eye as he w, as coming up the court, and one of the things I told him 

was to just go get a layup," Ross said. "They weren't going to foul him. And he got a layup. And I thought it obviously ended up the right way for us. I think our guys did a great job of end of game situations and making the right plays and not panicking." After Saddler's layup, a missed shot by Prewitt gave Delaware the ball back, giving Threatt an opportunity to drive the lane and earn an old-fashioned three-point play, getting Delaware back to within one point of W &M. Thornton missed a jumper with 32 seconds left to give Delaware the ball back, setting up Baptiste's heroics. "I promised Devon when I recruited him," Ross said. "I promised Jan is, I promised [Baptise] when he transferred in that we were going to get to this point. Their faith in me makes me have a lot of faith in them now." As the players celebrated on the court after the game, Threatt was named the tournament's most outstanding player. Saddler and Baptiste were also named to the All-Tournament team, along with Thornton, 

A Senior forward Carl Baptiste (#23) hu~s senior guard Davon Usher after Delaware's 75-74 victory against William & Mary in Baltimore on Monday night. The victory means that Delaware will be in the NCAA Tournament for the first time since 1999. 
Northeastern fornard Scott Eatherton and W &M guard Brandon Britt. On Sunday, Delaware will find out who and where it will play in the NCAA Tournament. 

Women's basketball CAA Tournament preview 
BY BRA DO DECK 

Staff Reporter 
Looking to acquire the title of conference champions for a third year m a TO\\, the Delaware women's basketball team finds itself in an unusual role: underdogs. Going into the 2014 Colonial Athletic Association Tournament this \\ eekend, the once undefeated and experienced squad now rely on the youthful talent they have developed throughout the season. Ending the regular season with a last-minute defeat to ortheastern on Wednesday 54-53, the o. 2 seeded Blue Hens w 111 face the o. 7 Huskies once again in the quarterfinal round at Sho\\ Place Arena in Upper Marlboro, Md. The loss came after only \\ inning one of the final four games of the regular season. "I think we're tired," head coach Tina Martin said. "We're not making an excuse. A lot of our freshmen ha\e played a lot of minutes. They'\e hit a little bit of a wall, but we're going to get back into our groove." For the third straight year, the Lady Hens will only need three , ictories to come out on top. This year's games, how ever, seem to be the most treacherous. "I am impressed the team finished second [in conference standmgs ]," coach Martin said. "I think a lot of people expected us to fall off the face of the Earth." 

After graduating seven seniors, including WNBA Rookie of the Year Elena Delle Donne, the young Lady Hens understood they had large shoes to fill. Recruiting five freshman to replace the success of years past, seemed like a daunting task. A task which was accomplished as quickly as it was forgotten about. "You can't count out the heart and desire of kids," Martin said. "[Last year's team] was huge motivation for them. They knew we had a winning tradition and they knew postseason success was something expected here. They wanted to meet that challenge." Canadian import Hannah Jardine has impressed numerous crowds at the Bob Carpenter Center, scoring 124 points in 25 game appearances. The freshman expected the season to be a rollercoaster ride from the start "We definitely have had a lot of ups and downs this season," Jardine said. "We have a lot of young players, myself included. But we surprised people and are proud of our second seed." Every tender step the Lady Hens took from start to finish, was matched and led by veteran role players like senior Kelsey Buchanan. Dominated by such an all-star cast in previous years, Buchanan was the one to fill whatever part was needed. "Kelsey really stepped up," Martin said. "She took on the responsibility of trying to lead this young group. 

KIRI( SMITH/THE REVIEW Sophomore attacker Kara Dattellas looks to make a pass during Saturday's game. 
BY MEGHAN O'DONNELL Sports Assignment Editor 

"O Canada" rang out early and often at Delaware Stadium on Saturday, as for the second time in as many games, Delaware sophomore midfielder Casey Lyons, an Ontario native, scored five goals to lead the Delaware women's lacrosse team to an 11-8 victory over Villanova. Lyons, who now leads the Lady Hens with 15 goals through the first six games of the season, chose the song as the music that plays when she scores. Head coach Kateri Linville 

said the play during Saturday's win was not the greatest, but the team hung in there to get the win. "It wasn't our best game by any means, but I really liked how the team stayed resilient from start to finish," Linville said. The Lady Hens got off to a rocky start on Saturday. After an early Delaware foul, Villanova kept possession in its offensive third, with attacker Meghan Breen finding the back of the net for the Wildcats. Delaware bounced back quickly thanks to senior attacker Chelsea Fay's goal just a minute later. Fay made a run and blasted the ball into 

Leading the team in nearly every statistical category, including points, rebounds, free throws and scoring average, Buchanan took the helm for the young Blue Hens. "We worked our butts off this year," Buchanan said. "We knew we were better than the fifth-place ranking they gave us preseason. I'm really proud of the younger girls, we needed them." Buchanan's experience will be on display throughout the conference tournament. Knowing it will be here last, the senior center expects her emotions to be matched by her passion. "Now even thinking about, I go, 'Oh is this my last practice?"' Buchanan said. '"Is this my last game?' It's emotional, but I'm excited and I want to do my best." Unlike Buchanan, the majority of the Lady Hens will be seeing postseason play for the first time this March. The two-time defending conference champs, however, don't expect to see any doubts or mishaps from their inexperienced squad. "I'm more excited, if anything," Jardine said. "I think we're pretty good going into it." These kind of win-or-gohome games have not seemed to crack Delaware in any way shape or form. After cruising through conference play without a loss last season, and winning the CAA Tournament, the Blue Hens defeated both West Virginia University and the University 

COURTESY OF BLUEHENS.COM Blending youth and experience, the Lady Hens will look to advance in the CAA Tournament. 
of North Carolina before losing to the University of Kentucky in the Sweet Sixteen round of the NCAA Tournament. "Everytime they get inexperienced, you want them to get that experience," Martin said. "It's rare you win championships with freshmen. Most of the time it's veteran teams who have been through the wars." That veteran team this time around are the James Madison Dukes. An opponent Delaware faced twice this season, los-ing both at home and away, the Dukes have gone undefeated in conference play this year and are favored to win the tournament. "They're just a really good basketball team," said Martin. 

"They got the most talent, the most experience. It's going to be difficult." For now though, the Hens forecast calls for Northeastern, and that's the only team Delaware plans on focusing on. "That's the only team that matters to us right now," coach Martin said. "For our young team, the only thing I want them to think about is Northeastern." The tournament begins Thursday, March 13, with Delaware facing Northeastern the following day at 5 p.m. The semifinals will be televised on Comcast Sportsnet and the final will air on the Comcast Network. 

Lyons nets five goals as 
Hens top Wildcats 11-8 
the net. After some back and forth play, Delaware sophomore attacker Kara Dattellas picked up a yellow card that Jed to a Villanova possession. The Wildcats took full advantage, as attacker Kelsey Denihan's shot flew past Delaware senior goalie Tori Zorovich, who was earning her first start of the season. Down 2-1, the Lady Hens came alive with three straight goals. Casey Lyons took a pass from sophomore attacker Lauren VanDaniker and fired a shot to even the score. Less than a minute later, the VanDaniker-Lyons connection struck again to give the Hens the lead. Not to be left out of the action, VanDaniker scored one of her own off a free position shot, Delaware's third in just over two minutes. The team just did not quit, Lyons said. "When we were down we just kept fighting back and came together as a team, " Lyons said. Down 4-2, Villanova took control of the possession for the next ten minutes. The Wildcats finally capitalized after three straight failed clear attempts by Delaware, with a goal pulling Villanova within one. The Wildcats' Denihan and 

Breen then added to their goal tallies, and those three goals in a span of five minutes turned a two-goal deficit into a one-goal lead for Villanova going into the half. Despite losing the lead, the Hens never doubted their ability to come back, VanDiker said. "Whenever they scored we would just come right back with it, get the draw, and be like 'we gotta score this one,"' VanDaniker said. "So we'd win it right back." True to her words, it did not take l.ong for junior and team captain Caitlin McCartney to pull Delaware even once again. Again, the Wildcats answered, with Denihan getting her hat trick. Like it has done so many times this season, Delaware battled back once more. Fay knotted the score with her second goal of the day. Just under a minute later, VanDaniker earned her third assist off yet another goal by Lyons to give the Hens the lead for good. Lyons said VanDaniker does a good job of setting her up for goals. "I think that we play around the crease very well together," Lyons said. "She just knows if I'm open or if I'm not. And if I'm not open she knows to go herself or to look for other people. We just help 

each other out." A few minutes later, Lyons fired another shot past Villanova goalkeeper Jaclyn Fraum to give Delaware the 8-6 lead. Immediately after, Lyons put the ball in the back of the net for her fifth goal of the game. Senior attacker Abbie Hartman followed by scoring her first goal of the season, extending the lead to 10-7. In the closing minutes, Villanova pulled one back but once again Delaware answered. With under a minute left, VanDaniker capped off an incredible game with her second goal to go along with four assists. With the win, the Lady Hens improved to 3-3 on the season. Delaware will be back in action tomorrow when it takes on Vrrginia Tech at Delaware Stadium. Overall, Linville said the team needs to work on not committing turnovers. "Definitely taking care of the ball, that's a top priority," Linville said. "We were open in transition. We need to make sure we're executing our skills so that we can have a more successful day overall from start to finish." 
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FEBRUARY 18, 2014 15 THE REVIEW Wisniewski re01e01bered as contpassionate role ntodel 
BY JACK COBOURN Sports bsignment Editor 
The D laware athl tics departm nt is mourning the loss of one of th top basketball and football coach s th Wliversity had during th 1950s, '60s and '70s, as Irv "Whiz" Wisniewski passed away on F b. 26 after a short illn at th ag of 89. Edgar Johnson, who was th athletic director from 1984 to 2009, said Wismewski was a man who was known for being compassionate. "He was a great man, I don't think you could find a finer man on th fac of the Earth," John-

said. "Practically the entire offensive lines from the 1971-72 national championship teams were at his service, and many others who couldn't make hisservice were at the viewing the night before. He was a taskmaster, was great at making chang ing the game, teaching blocking schemes and that kind of " In addition to his on the gridiron, Wisni winning coach on hardwood as well, leading Delaware men's basketball eeam to 111 wins, second all tune among Wliversity coac H also led the 1961-62 team to an 18-5 record, Johnson wd. Johmon wd he remembers a moment during a game against t. J 's in the 1961-62 a-son that shows Wisniewski 's sportsmanship. "The unusual thing about that as at the t. Joe's game, the 

on, who as a student of Wisniewski, said. "He cared about people. Coach Whiz as one of th most empath tic and sympathetic peopl to ards individuals. He u,nderstood the problems of tudents, empathized with them and sympathized with them and his motto was 'God, fanuly and country,' in that order. H was always a pretty good Chri -tian and- h lived by the golden rule." Hailinf from Toledo, Oh., W1smewsk1 play d both football and basketball at the Um emty of M1ch1gan, playmg m the Rose Bowl twice as 11 as bemg on Michigan's 194 Big 10 championship- mmng football team. 

t. Joe's bus pulls up outside th Little Bob and the officials get off the bus," he said. "So when you're losing by one point and the officials are driving on the t. J 's bus, that causes you to onder. But Whiz ne er said a word, that's the kind of man he was, h didn't think there was anything shady about it all. Everybody else did, but I don't think he did." 

COURTESY OF UD FLICKR Coach Irv Wisniewski talks to his 1959-&0 basketball captains GIi Mahla (#43) and Chuck Hamiton (145). Wisniewski passed away on Feb. 26 after an Illness. 

After graduatmg in 1950, he became th h ad coach of the football, basketball and golf teams of Hdlsdale College m Michigan before coming to jom Dela are' football staff in 1952. Under head coach Da e elson and his ing-T offense, Wisniewski helped create ofti nst e line that allowed the Hens to win the national championship in 1963, 1971 and 1972, as well as five bo I games. Johnson said Wisniewski, who retired in 1976, had his players' respect as a coach. "The players that played for him absolutely loved him," he 

Outside the uni ersity, Wisniewski assisted the Polish national basketball team in 1965-66 and coached U .. women's and junior teams in international competitions. Wisniewski authored "Delaware Basketball" and color commentated at Delaware men's bask tball games after he retired. ate Cloud, 73, of Wilmington, was a member of the 1961-62 team. He said Wisniewski kept a close hold of his emotions in high-pre sure situations. "He was just a great guy, a wonderful example of what it means to be a man," Cloud said. "He didn't give in to histrionics like some coaches like Bobby 

Knight, throwing chairs and getting all outraged at bad referee calls. It's not because he wasn't intense, he behaved like a gentleman at all times." On the fairways, he was head coach of the golf team for eight years from 1955 to 1963. Wisniewski led the Hens to a thenrecord 52 dual meet wins and third place at the Middle Atlantic Conference tournament in 1961. His family was also Delaware athletic alumni, as his son Mike and son-in-law Tom Brattan played foetball for the Hens, with Mike earning All-American honors as part of the 1979 national championship team. His daughters Mary and Claire played volleyball and basketball, and another son, John, was a manager on the football team. He is survived by his seven children 

Host Hens fall to Beavers 3-2. in tournament 

Senior forward Mark Zeszut (19) scores one of his two goals during Saturday's loss 
BY KYLE COULTER Staf[Reporter Waselenchuk stuffed him as part of his 31 saves. It was not Wltd the final minute A near-capacity crowd saw the of the period that the Hens would Delaware men's club ice hockey get on the board. Senior forward team make another early exit from Marie Zeszut found himself all the American Collegiate Hockey alone in front of the goal and was Association (ACHA) ational able to put it away with 42 seconds Championships this year after los- left to tie things at one. ing 3-2 to o. 9 seed Minot tate Schurman said Zesut was very in the first round on Saturday at the strong on the night but to little avail. Fred Rust Ice Arena. "He played very well, obvi-Head coach M.F. Schurman ously with two goals," Schurman said the team could not grab hold said. "That whole line really played of scoring chances in the early mo- well. All year long that has been our ments of the game. go-to line with Zeszut, Volonnino "It was very disappointing," and [senior forward Michael Piet] Schurman said "It was a close Piet. It's Wlfortunate that that's the game and we had our opportunities line that was on the ice when they to win it earlier in the game and we scored." were WUlble to talce advantage of The second period started out them. We've got eight seniors in much like the first, with the Beathere, and they're alT done, so it's vers control!inJ the puck and takpretty emotional." ing some quality shots. Freshman The Hens went 24-11 in the goalie Dylan Troiano was able to regular season, earning an eight fend off the attack until Minot State seed for the postseason. forward Brett Nespor connected on Saturday's first period started an outside shot on a fast break to put with Minot State in contrt>~ as the the Beavers back up by one, with Beavers came out playing physical eight minutes and 30 seconds I ft in and with a lot of energy. They were the period. able to get on the board first when Minot State would talce a 2-1 forward Jeremy Johnson found f91"- lead into the third. ward Josh Rutherford, who slapped The final period saw a rejuvethe puck into the top right comer of nated Delaware team that was flythe goal five minutes into the pe- ing all over the ice and playing a riod. much more physical style of play. Delaware then got its chance Though the Hens received three after a two-minute tripping penalty penalties in an eight-minute span, gave the Hens their first power play the defense was able to kill all three of the game. Senior forward Chris- Beavers power plays and give their topher Volonnino had an opportu- offense a chance to tie it. nity, but Minot State goalie Wyatt Wtth three ~inutes left in regu-

lation, the student section began to chant "I believe that we will win! I believe that we will win!" It was a mere 30 seconds later that Zeszut put the puck in the back of the net once again to tie the game at two. Zeszut said he had many emotions after the goal. "The first thought was pure excitement, especially with the incredible atmosphere and student support we had," Zeszut said. "I knew that goal gave our team an opportunity to win the game, and to step up for the team and deliver, truly felt amazing. It will definitely be a moment that I remember for the rest of my life." In the sudden death overtime, Volonnino took a few shots for Delaware, but he was not able to find the goal. Approximately four minutes in, Minot State's Nespor broke away from the Hens' defense and put the puck past Troiano for the game-winning goal, ending Delaware's season. Stwmed silence fell over the home crowd but before the eight seniors on the team left the ice for the final time wearing the blue and gold, they were given a standing ovation from the fans. "To have that kind of support, even in defeat, was incredible," Zeszut said. "For the seniors, it'll be the last time on the ice, and even though we dido 't get the result we wanted, the ovation at the end was = We could not be more for the atmosphere that the students created." 

and wife Martha. In addition to his efforts at the university, he helped run the Varsity Day Camp, near Ann Arbor, Mich. for nearly 65 years. The camp helped thousands of children find joy in the great outdoors, and was started by Wisniewski after he graduated, his son Patrick said. Patrick said the camp is unique in that it gives children the freedom to choose what to do. "The philosophy is that children are told when to get up, what to wear, when to eat, what to do at school, when to come home, when to go to bed and at camp, instead of telling children what to do and when, they're allowed to choose," Patrick said. "The counselors are assigned the activities on a rotating basis and then once the announcements of the day 

are made, you go to your activity and the children self-select. It's a very empow~ring environment for children." Johnson said he hopes people remember Wisniewski as a role-model for how people should live. "He was a fine gentleman, he was a great teacher, he was a just a fine human being," he said. "He cared about people and I think that's how they should remember him, very, very fondly. If everybody lived like Coach Whiz, the world would be a better place." In lieu of flowers, the family requests that contributions can be made to the Varsity Day Camp Scholarship Fund, 3420 Cordley Lake Rd., Pinckney, Mich. 48169 or or to the St. Thomas More Oratory. 

COMMENTARY THE TRADE THAT ROCKED THE NHL 
The deal that everyone knew would happen finally happened. 29 other teams held their collective breaths, knowmg that one way or another this deal would send tidal waves throughout the NHL. The playoff landscape was about to take a detour off of its expected course. Ryan Miller is now a St. Louis Blue and the Western Conference has changed dramatically. One of the elite goaltenders in the world, Miller finally has a shot at the Stanley Cup after years of frustration playing behind teams that could never quite attain that championship. They won a couple of divisions and a President's Trophy for best regular season record but never reached the Stanley Cup Final. Now, the St. Louis Blues offer him arguably the best surrounding talent he's ever had. So what teams have felt the tidal waves of this massive move the most? The first team would be the St. Louis Blues. Over the past few seasons, the team has built up an elite defense, thanks to the likes of Alex Pietrangelo, Jay Bouwmeester, and Kevin Shattenkirk. The goalie situation was never bad for the Blues, but when it was playoff time the goalies dido 't measure up to the games elite. Goalkeeper Brian Elliott has a career .898 save percentage in the postseason, solid but not great numbers. More specifically, in his last playoff series against the LA Kings Elliot's weaknesses were exposed, as he gave up three or more goals in each game and the Blues were swept. Now enter Ryan Miller who has a . 917 save percentage and who, at 33, realizes that the window is closing on his chances to win a title. With Miller, the team can play more confidently and take more chances, defensively and offensively. The names I mentioned previously all have 32 or more points, and with the arrival of Miller their numbers will only increase. In addition to the Blues, the defending champion Chicago Blackhawks have already felt the effects of the Ryan Miller trade. While the Blackhawks owned the division last year on their way to a title, it is the Blues who lead the Central division right now. The last time this happened was the 2011-2012 season when the Hawks squeaked into the playoffs and lost to Phoenix in the opening round. This season, St. Louis is better and pose much more of a threat to Chicago. Regardless of how good the Hawks are, the team's regular season performance has been a good precursor to their playoff success, which is not good 

news if they hope to beat the Blues. In the Pacific division, the Anaheim Ducks should be looking at this move with dismay. Just over a week ago they were seemingly a lock to end up with the number one seed, with St Louis, Chicago, Colorado, and San Jose in their rear view mirror. ow, however, the Blues have all of the momentum heading out of the trade deadline. The Ducks haven't won a playoff series since the 08-09 season, so they need every advantage they can get. In recent history, they have also struggled against elite goaltenders such as Jimmy Howard and Pekka Rinne. The addition of Ryan Miller could potentially doom their Stanley Cup aspirations. Then there's Washington. The Capitals might be the team that got the worst end of this deal. The team desperately needed to make a splash at the trade deadline in order to make fans and Alex Ovechkin happy. Miller would have been the ideal solution. He would have been the best goaltender since Ovechkin got to Washington. While the team did pick up Dustin Penner and Jaroslav Halak, those aren't names that will turn heads. With Philadelphia and Pittsburgh getting farther away from them, they better hope they can surprise people in the playoffs or else they could be heading towards a very tumultuous off-season. Last but not least we have Ryan Miller's old team, the Buffalo Sabres. While the move was expected, the chaos in the Sabres crease that followed was not. They origmally traded for Halak expecting him to start, but Jhonas Enroth started playing well. They then traded away the two players they originally acquired, Matt Moulson and Halak, for more draft picks and Capitals goalie Michal Neuvirth. So, if you are keeping track, that means that Buffalo picked up Chris Stewart, William Carrier, a 2015 first round pick, a possible third round pick in 2016, Nicolas Deslauriers, Hudson Fasching, Michal Neuvirth, Rostislav Klesla, Torrey Mitchell, a 2014 round pick. If that doesn't signal a team in the process of rebuilding, I don't know what does. The team will also have the first round pick in the draft, which it can use to begin the slow painful climb out of the bottom of the division. So while the Ryan Miller hopes to enjoy playoff success with the St. Louis Blues, other teams around the league will be left feeling the effects of one of the league's biggest trades. 
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